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THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL
FOR THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

Case No. IT-95-5/18-PT

THE PROSECUTOR
v.
RADOVAN KARAD@I]

PUBLIC WITH PARTLY CONFIDENTIAL APPENDICES

PROSECUTION’S SUBMISSION PURSUANT TO RULE 65 TER (E)(i)-(iii)

1.

Pursuant to the Trial Chamber’s order of 6 April 20091 and Rule 65 ter (E)(i)(iii) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (“Rules), the Prosecution hereby
files:
(i)

the final version of the Prosecutor's pre-trial brief (Appendix I);

(ii)

the confidential list of witnesses the Prosecutor intends to call
(Appendix II); and

(iii)

the confidential list of exhibits the Prosecutor intends to offer into
evidence (Appendix III).

2.

Attached to Appendix I, the final pre-trial brief, are the following:
-

Confidential Attachment Detailing Events in the Municipalities: these set
out the political background and events in the 27 municipalities;2

-

Confidential Appendix A: Schedules A-G setting out additional
particulars and the supporting evidence for the scheduled incidents;

1
2

Order Following on Status Conference and Appended Work Plan, 6 April 2009.
Referred to in paragraph 48 of the Third Amended Indictment.
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-

Confidential Appendix B: a list of victims relevant to Schedules A, B, F
and G;

-

Appendix C: maps of Bosnia and Herzegovina depicting the ethnic
composition of municipalities and depicting the Strategic Objectives
geographically;

-

Appendix D: organigrams on military and MUP structures;

-

Appendix E: charts and tables on the SDS and political structures;

-

Appendix F: a list of abbreviations and authorities used in the brief
(Glossary).

3.

The evidence cited in the final pre-trial brief, attachment and appendices
thereto is not exhaustive.

4.

Rule 65 ter (E)(i) requires that the brief shall include any admissions by the
parties and a statement of matters which are not in dispute; as well as a
statement of contested matters of fact and law. The Accused stated at the
Status Conference held on 2 April 2009 that he contests all matters of fact and
law.3 At this time, there are no admissions by the Prosecution.

5.

Attached to Appendix II, the confidential list of witnesses, is Confidential
Appendix II.A, Prosecution List of Witnesses and Related Exhibits, which sets
out the exhibits relevant to each of the witnesses.

6.

Rule 65 ter (E)(iii) requires the Prosecutor to state, where possible, whether
the Defence has any objection as to authenticity of any or all of the exhibits
offered. The Prosecution is not in a position to state whether the Accused has

3

Prosecutor v. Karad`i}, Case No. IT-98-5/18-PT, Status Conference, 2 April 2009, Transcript, page
180, lines 8-15: “I wish to say, though, that I do not wish to assist the OTP in any way. I am going to
challenge everything. I am going to adduce evidence. We can only agree perhaps on whether it was
sunny on a particular day or rainy. Everything else is going to be challenged, starting with joint
criminal enterprise and everything that happened on the ground. Everything is controversial.
Everything is going to be challenged and the Prosecution should be aware of that. We are going to
challenge everything.”
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any objection as to authenticity of any or all of the exhibits listed in
confidential Appendix III.
Word Count: 490 words

_____________________
Alan Tieger
Senior Trial Attorney

____________________
Hildegard Uertz-Retzlaff
Senior Trial Attorney

Dated this 18th day of May 2009
At The Hague,
The Netherlands
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.

During the time period covered by the Indictment,1 Radovan KARAD@I]2 was

the most powerful leader among the Bosnian Serbs. Between 1991 and 1995 the Accused,
with other Bosnian Serb political, civilian and military leaders, and Serb leaders and
officials from Serbia and Croatia, formulated, prepared and executed a plan, the objective
of which was to expel Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from targeted regions of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (“BiH”) through a campaign of violence.
2.

Under the direction of the Accused and his associates, civilian, military and

paramilitary organs collaborated to take over municipalities and territories throughout BiH
in order to establish Serb control and remove non-Serbs by force or threat of force.
3.

The physical take-overs of the targeted municipalities began in late March 1992,

and continued over the ensuing days and weeks. During and after these take-overs,
Bosnian Serb forces and authorities, acting under the direction and control of the Accused
and his associates, expelled, killed and mistreated thousands of non-Serbs; thousands more
fled in fear for their lives. Thus, by late 1992, most non-Serbs had been “cleansed” from
the territories claimed by the Bosnian Serb leadership (“BSL”).
4.

Throughout the remainder of the Indictment period, the Accused and his associates

prevented the return of expelled non-Serbs, continued the persecution of non-Serbs
remaining in Bosnian-Serb-held territory, and cleansed or attempted to cleanse the few
remaining Bosnian Muslim enclaves in territories they claimed.
5.

While leading this overarching persecutory campaign, KARAD@I] also

participated in formulating and executing three other discrete criminal plans, all of which
were related to, and ultimately furthered, the objective of the overarching campaign.

1

All references to the Indictment in this brief refer to the Third Amended Indictment, dated 27 February
2009, which is currently the operative indictment in this case. The Prosecution notes the Pre-Trial
Chamber's Decision on Six Preliminary Motions Challenging Jurisdiction, dated 28 April 2009 in which it
ordered the Prosecution to propose amendments to the Indictment in relation to foreseeable consequences
and joint criminal enterprise liability. That decision is currently under appeal. The Prosecution also notes
that the Accused has appealed various decisions of the Chamber relating to the Indictment, which are also
pending. The Prosecution will amend this brief if and as necessary to conform it to the final outcome of
these appeals and any resulting modifications to the Third Amended Indictment.
2
Hereinafter “the Accused" or "KARADŽI]."
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6.

Between April 1992 and November 1995, KARAD@I] led the planning,

preparation and execution of a campaign of sniping and shelling against the besieged city
of Sarajevo in order to spread terror among its civilian population.

He and Ratko

MLADI], the Commander of the Bosnian Serb Army (“VRS”), were key participants in
this plan, which also involved other Bosnian Serb political and military leaders. The
BSL’s ability to modulate the level of terror was used as a bargaining chip to secure
concessions from the Bosnian Government and the international community, as a means of
exacting revenge for unrelated events elsewhere in the theatre, and to prevent BiH from
becoming a viable independent state.
7.

By mid-1995, Srebrenica was one of the last remaining Bosnian Muslim enclaves

in Bosnian Serb held territory. On 6 July 1995, Bosnian Serb forces under the direction
and control of KARAD@I] and MLADI] attacked Srebrenica and on 11 July took over
the enclave. Within days of the attack, KARAD@I], MLADI] and others formed a plan
to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica; over the ensuing days and weeks, forces
and authorities under KARAD@I]’s control forcibly transferred the Bosnian Muslim
population out of the enclave and murdered over 7000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys.
8.

In May and June 1995, KARAD@I], MLADI] and others formulated and

implemented a plan to take UN personnel hostage in order to prevent NATO air strikes
against Bosnian Serb military targets. The air strikes threatened Bosnian Serb military
capabilities and thus the ability of the BSL to realize its military and political goals. VRS
and MUP forces captured over 200 UN peacekeepers and military observers and detained
them at various locations, including those with strategic or military significance to the
BSL.
9.

As described in this brief, KARAD@I] is criminally responsible for the crimes

charged in the Indictment through his participation in each of these criminal plans.3

3

Staki} AJ,paras. 64-65; Br|anin AJ,paras.410-413.
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II. KARAD@I] WAS A KEY MEMBER OF AN OVERARCHING JCE
TO PERMANENTLY REMOVE BOSNIAN MUSLIMS AND BOSNIAN
CROATS FROM BOSNIAN SERB CLAIMED TERRITORY IN BIH
10.

In the face of Yugoslavia’s dissolution, KARAD@I], together with other Serb

civilian and military leaders, was determined to prevent Bosnian Serbs from being
separated from other Serbs in the former Yugoslavia by the establishment of a sovereign
and independent BiH. As the paramount leader of the Bosnian Serbs from 1990-1995, he
led the formulation and implementation of a criminal plan to create an ethnically-separate
entity on large portions of BiH through the forcible removal of hundreds of thousands of
Bosnian Muslims and Croats. He was the key figure in creating and promoting policies
aimed at creating a Serb entity in BiH and in forming and leading the political,
governmental and military organs that implemented those policies through the crimes
charged in Counts 1-8.
A. Bosnian Serb response to Independent BiH

11.

As Yugoslavia disintegrated, republics moved toward independence. Serb leaders

opposed this prospect, determined to prevent Croatia or BiH from becoming independent
countries where sizeable Serb populations would be a minority and be separated by a
border from other Serbs in former Yugoslavia. MILO[EVI] and KARAD@I] were
adamant that any separation of Serbs in Bosnia or Croatia was unacceptable.4 As early as
1990, KARAD@I] warned that efforts by Bosnian Muslims or Croats to alter the nature
of the Bosnian state would be dealt with by force.5
12.

Working closely with MILO[EVI] and other Serb leaders, KARAD@I] pursued

a two-pronged approach to ensure that Serbs would remain in a common state: engaging
in negotiations to secure a common state, while simultaneously preparing the organs,
entities and conditions for the forcible ethnic separation and creation of a Serb state carved
out from BiH, similar to a process that had started in Croatia.
13.

Croatia’s steps toward independence represented the first challenge to the

determination of Serbian leaders that Serbs would not be separated by a state border. The
4
5

65ter11213;65ter00932,p.8.
65ter05951,p.1;65ter11217,p.6. See,also,65ter00932,p.3.
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response by the Serbian leadership within and outside Croatia foreshadowed in many
details the steps that would later be undertaken by KARAD@I] and the BSL. Over time,
Croatian Serbs,6 guided by MILO[EVI] and collaborating with other Serb leaders
including KARAD@I], earmarked territories considered Serb, created separate Serb
institutions to resist Croatian authority, declared autonomy and then independence and
forcibly took control of approximately one-third of Croatian territory, killing thousands of
Croats and expelling hundreds of thousands from their homes.7
14.

The objective of seizing and controlling territory by forcibly removing non-Serbs,

as well as many of the same preparatory steps, would be repeated in BiH, with many of the
same key participants, including MILO[EVI], KARAD@I], high ranking JNA officers
including MLADI], high ranking members of the Serbian MUP including Jovica
STANI[I], political party leaders, including [E[ELJ and paramilitary leaders such as
ARKAN. The latter two became known for their extreme political stances and/or military
actions related to both Croatia and BiH.8 The volunteers and paramilitaries associated
with them were widely feared for committing atrocities against non-Serbs that were
extensively reported from 1991 onwards.9
15.

KARAD@I] and the BSL were aware of the nature and purpose of the Serb

campaign in Croatia10 and strongly supported11 the effort by Croatian Serbs to forcibly
create ethnically-separate Serb territories in Croatia that would form part of a unified
Serbian entity.12
16.

KARAD@I] cited the Croatian Serb effort as an example to the Bosnian Serbs13

and as a threat to those in Bosnia seeking independence. Thus, after the BiH Parliament
took a significant step toward independence in October 1991, KARAD@I] warned the
delegates that they were inviting the same fate as Croatia – “This road is the same
highway of hell and suffering which Slovenia and Croatia took. Do not think that you will
6

Led by Milan BABI],Milan MARTI],Goran HAD@I].
KDZ172.
8
KDZ549;KDZ554;65ter07689;65ter13258;65ter00259;65ter14645;65ter14636;65ter14637;65ter45268;
65ter45332;65ter12099;65ter12037;65ter12083;65ter12081.
9
See,e.g.KDZ172;KDZ493;KDZ495;
65ter07287;65ter13472;65ter13473;65ter45119;65ter45173;65ter40256;65ter40286.
10
65ter00987,p.3;65ter30335;65ter31622,p.2.
11
65ter08440,p.11.
12
65ter05175,0093-0334,0335,0337-0338;65ter10937,0091-6409;65ter00009,0093-9663;65ter01718,00461723,1724,1719-1721;65ter06618.
13
65ter08440,p.11.
7
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not take Bosnia and Herzegovina to hell, and maybe the disappearance of the Muslim
people, because Muslim people cannot defend themselves if the war breaks out here.”14
B. Territories claimed by the Bosnian Serbs

17.

Although the Bosnian Serbs constituted approximately one-third of BiH’s

population, KARAD@I] and the BSL claimed the majority of Bosnia’s territory,
including areas in which hundreds of thousands of Muslims and Croats resided.15 A
frequently invoked justification for this demand was the BSL’s claim that Serbs “owned”
or “possessed” over 60% of the land in Bosnia.16
18.

Furthermore, KARAD@I] and other Bosnian Serb leaders asserted that Bosnian

Serb territory should include areas that were majority Serb prior to the genocide of World
War II (and where Serbs were now a minority),17 a concept that became enshrined in the
RS Constitution.18
19.

As discussed below, by late 1992 many of these territories had been conquered by

the Bosnian Serb forces and Muslims and Croats had been killed or expelled or fled in
fear.
C. Ethnic separation, the need for ethnically homogeneous territories and genocidal

intent

20.

Although they sought territories on which hundreds of thousands of Muslims and

Croats lived, KARAD@I] and the BSL considered it untenable for Serbs to live with
them in those territories. KARAD@I] perceived the Muslim birthrate as a threat to Serbs
which meant that Serbs could not live with Muslims:
…we cannot control the Muslims in such a unitary state. We know very
well what […] fundamentalism is and that we cannot live together,
there’s no tolerance, they quadruple through the birth-rate, and we Serbs
are not up to that.19

14

65ter11311,pp.108-109;65ter45005;65ter11829.
See Appendix C (ethnic map); KDZ538;KDZ470.
16
See,e.g.,DUKI],65ter00009,0093-9655.Also65ter40169.See65ter06268,p.6.
17
KDZ470testimony,Kraji{nik,T.4166-67.
18
65ter05815,p.2;65ter05819(Constitution Art.2).
19
65ter00028,p.86.
15
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21.

As KARAD@I] told the Bosnian Serb deputies on 28 February 1992, Muslims

would quickly “overwhelm you with their birthrate and their tricks.”20
22.

Muslim demographics, KARAD@I] insisted, threatened to overrun Serb “living

space,” either through birth-rate or immigration. As he explained, “…whatever Bosnia we
have one day, no Muslim foundation shall ever be laid in Serb areas and Serb
villages…The first foundations that are laid will be blown up, and all foundations that are
laid will be blown up… we will not allow the demographic picture to change, either
naturally or artificially…. You must not sell land to Muslims. You must not! Because this
is a fight to the finish, a battle for living space.”21
23.

KARAD@I] repeatedly underscored that Muslims and Croats represented an

existential threat to the Serbs, and that Serbs faced the same genocidal threat they
confronted in World War II.22 He told the Assembly at its inaugural session that Serbs
faced the “same plans, the same villains and the same victims” as World War II.23 He
insisted that Muslims sought an Islamic state,24 were preparing laws to subjugate Serbs25
and that Serbs were unwilling to “go back to slavery.”26 KARAD@I] emphasised that
Serbs and Muslims (or Croats) were natural antagonists, like a dog and cat, who should
not be together and had only been together over the centuries by force.27 These themes
were echoed by others. As the President of the ARK Assembly told the deputies, “you
already know what natural enemies are and that we can never again live together.”28
24.

KARAD@I] insisted on “as much separation as possible,”29 despite BiH’s

ethnically-intermingled character.30 This meant reconfiguring BiH’s demographics. Thus,
in January 1992 while the BSL was still exploring the possibility of a negotiated solution
with the Croatian leadership, KARAD@I]’s political ally KOLJEVI] urged the

20

65ter06608,p.36.
65ter00972,p.6;65ter00113,p.27;65ter00011,L004-6772.
22
65ter00024,pp.7-8,10;KDZ470.
23
65ter00002,p.57,0301-5414.
24
65ter00026,pp.7-8;65ter00028,pp.84-85;65ter08440.
25
65ter00011,L004-6777.
26
65ter00009,0093-9678.
27
65ter40174,p.1.
28
65ter00017,p.60.
29
65ter00009,0093-9677.
30
The SDS Minister of Reconstruction and Development acknowledged that even the “purest” Serb areas
had only 60% Serbs,65ter00014,0305-5785.
21
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reorganisation of Bosnia with the aim of “the homogeneity of certain areas,”31 through
property and population transfers.32
25.

One year later, after BiH’s ethnic structure had been dramatically altered by the

forcible removal of Muslims and Croats, KARAD@I] assured MILO[EVI] and other
Serbian leaders that much progress had already been made toward the goal of national
homogeneity, citing in particular the example of Zvornik: “There was fifty-fifty of us in
Zvornik. The number of inhabitants of Zvornik is now the same, approximately 50,000,
and they are all Serbs.33
26.

KARAD@I] emphasised the objective of ethnically homogeneous territory at an

Assembly Session in September 1992, stating that a state of war had not been declared
because “settlement and resettlement” were less likely to be undone after the war if they
occurred under a civilian regime.34 He was insistent, along with KRAJI[NIK, that the
areas they had conquered or earmarked as Serbian should be “clean.”35 When the Head of
the Deputies’ Club MAKSIMOVI] insisted in 1994 on a “firm attitude that the Muslims
and Croats will not be allowed to return to the areas under our rule” and that “any thought
about having 500 or more Muslims within our future country is out of the question,”
KARAD@I] responded that he was “correct” and explained how that would be assured.36
27.

In order to realise the goal of ethnic separation, KARAD@I] intended to destroy a

part of the Bosnian Muslim37 and Bosnian Croat groups.

Those targeted lived on

territories claimed by the Bosnian Serbs where the continued existence of a substantial
Muslim and Croat population could not be tolerated.38 Thus, acts subsequently committed
in effecting the ethnic divide from April 1992 until November 1995 – including killings,
the infliction of intolerable conditions of life, forcible transfer and destruction of cultural
sites – constituted acts of genocide.

31

65ter00987,L005-1555,1556.
65ter00987,L005-0174.
33
65ter04236,p.20.
34
65ter04214,p.57.
35
65ter00091,p.41;65ter00055,pp.48-49.
36
65ter00061,pp.126-27.
37
The Bosnian Muslim national group is a specific, distinct national group covered by Article 4 of the
Tribunal’s Statute: Krsti} AJ,para.6.
38
In relation to the municipalities specified in paragraph 38 of the Indictment, a number of factors, including
(1) the large percentage of non-Serbs residing in the municipality prior to the war, (2) the particular strategic
territorial importance of the municipality, and (3) the reluctance of non-Serbs to leave the municipality, led
to conduct carried out in the implementation of the JCE that reflected an intent to destroy.
32
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28.

KARAD@I] spoke openly of this genocidal intent. On 9 September 1991, in a

conversation with KRAJI[NIK, KARAD@I] pointed out the apparent folly of the
Bosnian Muslim secession plans, proposing that he make a speech telling them: “Can you
see where this leads?” and “Do you realise that you will disappear in this?... Man, you will
disappear. Many of us will disappear, but you will be annihilated!”39 Likewise, on 12
October 1991 KARAD@I] told Gojko \OGO: “I think that they should be beaten if they
start the war… They will disappear, that people will disappear from the face of the earth if
they, if they insist now…”40 Three days later he reiterated the same to his brother,
asserting that in the event BiH seceded:
₣thereğ would be a war until their obliteration… First of all, none of their
leaders would stay alive. They would all be killed in three or four hours.
They couldn’t stand a chance.41
29.

KARAD@I]’s intent was also reflected in the statements and actions of other JCE

members, and in particular leading SDS figures in the municipalities.42 President of the
SDS in Rogatica, Sveto VESELINOVI], told Muslims that “₣ağll the Muslims will
disappear” and that “everything’s going to be the way it should be: A third of the Muslims
will be killed, a third become Orthodox, and a third will escape.”43 Miladin NEDI], SDS
President in Lukavac, told the Assembly in July 1992, in the presence of KARAD@I]:
I am against solving the situation in Bosnia in haste, we must admit that
the Muslims have been planted to us as a people whose executioners we
are to be. I do not want the Serb people to be executioners but I am also
against us giving up our state, our land and our territory… Therefore we
should not hurry, because we are a people who have been determined to
be executioners and to do someone a favour.44
30.

KARAD@I] concurred that there was “truth” in those remarks, noting that “…this

conflict was roused in order to eliminate the Muslims… They think that they are being
nationally established, but in fact they are vanishing.”45
31.

Beyond the specific statements and direct manifestations of KARAD@I]’s intent,

the extreme and widespread nature of the crimes committed by Bosnian Serb forces 39

65ter30190,p.2.
65ter30335,p.2,pp.6-8.
41
65ter30347,p.3.
42
See,e.g,65ter00009,p.27;65ter00023,p.5;65ter00024,p.16;65ter00024,p.21;65ter00028,p.65;65ter00028,pp.
71,72;65ter00028,p.81;65ter11305,p.3.
43
KDZ051testimony,Kraji{nik,T.11278.
44
65ter00028,p.40.
40
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exemplified in the ARK, in eastern BiH and eventually in Srebrenica - acting in
accordance with KARAD@I]’s goals, and acting under his control, further reflected his
intent.

Evidence from various municipalities demonstrates, for example, that

KARAD@I]’s threat that Muslim leaders would be targeted was realised.46
32.

Ultimately, the full realisation of KARAD@I]’s genocidal intent was hindered by

the reality that events on the territory were increasingly monitored by international
observers, and by the need to avoid international censure. For example, the killing,
mistreatment, and other crimes being committed against non-Serbs in the ARK area was
hindered by the discovery of camps, including Omarska and Trnopolje, by international
journalists in the summer of 1992.47
D. Preparation and Implementation of Steps

33.

Throughout 1991, the SDS under KARAD@I]’s leadership had begun the

process of defining and claiming territories considered Serb through the process of
regionalisation, i.e., designating portions of BiH for Serb authority. Indeed, KARAD@I]
insisted, he was the one who had “invented” regionalisation.48 Following the
memorandum in the BiH Parliament regarding independence and his “highway to hell”
warning, KARAD@I] accelerated the pace of Bosnian Serb preparations. He quickly put
the party in a state of emergency,49 and issued orders for such steps as taking power in
firms and mass media.50
34.

The BSL established a separate Serbian Assembly on 24 October 1991.51 As

KARAD@I] explained to the delegates, “This is a historic step, a step the Serbian people
takes to shatter the last illusions, to discern between its friends and enemies, and to round
our entity in such a way that [one word redacted] it would never again find itself
endangered from within.”52 In November 1991, just before the SDS plebiscite of the

45

65ter00028,p.85.
KDZ057.See,also,KDZ043testimony,Jeli{i},T.1198;
KDZ190,65ter08257,p.7;KDZ433testimony,Jeli{i},T.1306.See,also,65ter04988,p.57;KDZ490;KDZ123testi
mony,Staki},T.4648,4524;KDZ123testimony,Staki},T.4648;KDZ414testimony,Staki},T.6633-4;PAF1191.
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Serbian People confirming their willingness to stay in Yugoslavia, KARAD@I] exhorted
the municipal SDS membership to get ready to establish authority in their territories:
I am asking you to be energetic and strict; to get ready and establish
authority in your territories; in municipalities, regions, local
communities, and to prepare yourselves for restructuring and
regionalising the municipalities (…)53

35.

The plebiscite was used to justify the Bosnian Serbs’ vast territorial claims. As

KARAD@I] explained, “(i)n all territories where Serbs took part in the referendum,
regardless of whether they make 5% or 55% of the population, they are the constituent
element of that town or republic. All territories where we voted in our referendum to
remain in Yugoslavia must stay in Yugoslavia if we decide so.”54
36.

On or about 20 December 1991, at a meeting in the Holiday Inn in Sarajevo,

KARAD@I] distributed to municipality leaders instructions for the establishment of
clandestine bodies, the Serbian Crisis Staffs (“Variant A/B”).

The confidential

instructions established the bodies that would be among the primary instruments through
which KARAD@I] and other members of the BSL asserted control over territories and
removed non-Serbs.
37.

Variant A/B directed municipal leaders to implement the instructions in two stages.

In the first stage they were to form crisis staffs, proclaim Serbian Assemblies and carry out
“preparations for the formation of municipal government bodies.”55 In the second stage
the SDS leaders would, inter alia, mobilise Serbian police and subordinate them to JNA
command, call up JNA reserves and TO units and take other steps. These measures were
to be taken upon receipt of an order given exclusively by KARAD@I], “according to a
secret procedure.”56
38.

On 14 February 1992, KARAD@I] activated the second level of the Variant

A/B,57 thus instructing local leaders, as the minutes of one local SDS board reflect, “to
establish control in our territories, that each should secure his own area.”58

53
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39.

Meanwhile, Mi}o STANI[I], a member of the newly-formed Council of Ministers

and soon to be appointed RS Minister of the Interior, and Mom~ilo MANDI], the future
RS Deputy Minister of the Interior and Minister of Justice, led the effort to proceed with
the establishment of a Bosnian Serb MUP.59
40.

On 18 March 1992, at the 11th Assembly session, KRAJI[NIK stressed the need to

begin the actual and physical process of seizing territory: “₣…ğ it would be good if we
could do one thing for strategic reasons: if we could start implementing what we have

agreed upon, the ethnic division on the ground.”60 A deputy asked KARAD@I] to order

that the Serbs “occupy their territory so that no other forces enter them.”61
41.

KARAD@I] and the BSL had ensured that the forces who would implement the

take-overs and subsequently control the territories were well-armed.

Serb territorial

defence and volunteer units had been established, and many JNA commanders, by then in
charge of a largely Serbian force, were co-ordinating closely with crisis staffs.62
42.

On 24 March 1992, KARAD@I] referred to the planned formation of the Serb

MUP and assumption of territorial control.63 He told the Assembly “very soon, we can
form what we wish to ₣…ğ It could happen in two or three days.” At that moment, he
advised, all the Serbian municipalities, including the “newly established” ones, would
“assume control over the entire territory of the municipality concerned.” Shortly after
that, “in the next three or four days, the methodology will be unique and you will be able
to apply it in the municipalities you represent, including the things that must be done as
well as the method of work: how to separate the police force, take the funds that belong to
the Serbian people and establish control.”64

43.

Also on 24 March 1992, in anticipation of the pending division of the State, the

Assembly dissolved the Council of Ministers and prepared to establish a functioning RS
Government, appointing the Prime Minister, Branko \ERI], and the Minister of the
Interior, Mico STANI[I]. On 31 March, the Law on Internal Affairs entered into force
and MANDI] sent a dispatch to BiH authorities stating that the Bosnian Ministry of

59
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Interior was abolished on the territory of the Serbian Republic.65 That same day, the first
forcible municipality take-over, in Bijeljina, commenced.
44.

Within a few weeks, Bosnian Serb authorities and forces had completed a series of

forcible take-overs of municipalities. By 12 May 1992, when the Bosnian Serbs held the
16th session of the Serbian Assembly in Banja Luka, many municipalities had been taken
over.66
45.

At the 12 May session, the Presidency of the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and

Herzegovina (“Presidency”) was established and KARAD@I], PLAV[I] and
KOLJEVI] were elected as its members.

At the same session, the Decision on

establishing the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina Army (VRS) was adopted
and KARAD@I] nominated General MLADI], a veteran of the Croatian campaign,67 as
the Commander of the Main Staff. KARAD@I] also enunciated the six strategic goals
for the Serbian people.68
46.

The first strategic goal was separation from the other two national communities in

BiH. As KARAD@I] explained, this was “separation from those who are our enemies
and who have used every opportunity, especially in this century, to attack us, and who
would continue with such practices if we were to stay together in the same state.”69
47.

The remaining goals were geographically orientated, defining the territory within

which the first strategic goal was to be implemented.70
48.

Primary responsibility for implementing the strategic goals fell to the VRS and

General MLADI], who told the Assembly in the closed meeting that “the thing we are
doing needs to be guarded as our deepest secret.”71 MLADI] and his commanders turned

65
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the strategic goals into operational imperatives for the VRS,72 moving forward in the
coming weeks and months to cement existing gains and move further toward “liberating
territories which by birthright are ours.”73
49.

Seven fundamental directives for VRS military operations were issued from June

1992 to March 1995, commencing with MLADI]’s military formulation of the strategic
goals on 6 June 1992 and culminating in KARAD@I]’s seventh directive for the attack
on Srebrenica issued on 8 March 1995. By late July 1992, with the issuance of the second
directive, MLADI] recorded that the VRS had achieved two of the most fundamental
objectives, the establishment of “corridors” in the East and West which made possible “the
centuries long aspiration” of the Serbian people to join with Serbia.74
50.

The campaign led by KARAD@I] and the BSL achieved much of its objective in

a relatively short time. By July 1992, he and the BSL were already considering whether
they had conquered enough territory to consider relinquishing some in final negotiations.75
51.

By late 1992, displaced Muslims in Eastern Bosnia had gathered in enclaves in

Bira~, @epa and Gora`de. On 19 November 1992, in Directive No. 4, MLADI] ordered
the Drina Corps to “exhaust the enemy, inflict the heaviest possible losses on him and
force him to leave the Bira~, @epa and Gora`de areas together with the Muslim

population.”76 This order was implemented, and during the winter and early spring of

1993 the Muslim population was forced south toward Srebrenica.77 In April 1993, the
planned overrunning of Srebrenica78 was thwarted when international forces intervened.
KARAD@I] was forced to order that all operations against Srebrenica cease79 and
UNPROFOR established safe areas for the displaced Muslim population trapped in the
enclaves.
52.

Negotiations between the warring parties continued throughout the conflict under

the auspices of the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia and, from April

72
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1994, the Contact Group.80 KARAD@I] and the Serbs participated in these negotiations
with a view to solidifying their military gains and the de facto ethnic separation, and
realising their vision of a sovereign Serb state on historically Serb territory.81

The

proposals were repeatedly rejected by the BSL because they were deemed not sufficiently
to meet these conditions.82
53.

Meanwhile, the VRS continued military actions in a manner that demonstrated the

connection between the strategic objectives and military operations, including major
operations in, inter alia, the following areas between 1993 and 1995: Gora`de, Trnovo,
Kladanj, Biha~, Ora{je and the wider Sarajevo area.83 Forces from the Serbian MUP and
the RSK, including the Scorpions unit, participated in these military activities.84
54.

Operations such as “LUKAVAC-93” from 7 July to 15 August 1993, aimed at the

“liberation of Trnovo, Jahorina, Bjela{nica and Igman”,85 and “ZVIJEZDA-94” from 29
March - 25 April 1994, to “capture and take hold of, at any cost, the entire right bank of
the Drina River”86 in the wider area of Gora`de, illustrate the effective functioning of the
fused RS military-political leadership that was in place throughout the conflict.
E. Organs and individuals executing the objectives of the JCE and KARADŽI]’s

role and contribution

55.

KARAD@I] was the political, governmental, and military leader of the Bosnian

Serbs from at least October 1991 to November 1995. He exercised ultimate authority over
the Bosnian Serb political, governmental and military organs as well as key individuals
involved in implementing the common criminal purpose.
56.

KARAD@I] was President of the SDS party, President of the National Security

Council, President of the Presidency, President of RS, and Supreme Commander of the
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armed forces. KARAD@I]’s authority was derived from both the de jure powers vested
in him and the de facto relationships that existed between him and the most influential
members of the organs and other members of the JCE addressed below.
57.

Examples of his relationships with members of the JCE other than the Bosnian

Serbs include KARAD@I]’s regular, sometimes daily contact with Slobodan
MILO[EVI], who was viewed as the leader of the Serbian people in the former
Yugoslavia,87 as well as his contact with other Serbian leaders,88 including [E[ELJ89 and
Jovica STANI[I], head of the Serbian DB.90
58.

The formal bodies through which KARAD@I] manifested his authority and

exercised his power include the following:
1. SDS

59.

KARAD@I] headed the SDS as President from its establishment in July 1990 to

the end of the Indictment period. KARAD@I] led the SDS to great success in the
national elections in November 1990, in which the SDS captured the second highest
number of seats in Parliament. KARAD@I] ensured the creation of a party infrastructure
which by late 1990 enabled him to reach the most remote local commune within two
hours.91
60.

The SDS, particularly in the pre-conflict and early stages of the conflict,

implemented KARAD@I]’s vision for an ethnically-divided BiH. Under KARAD@I]’s
leadership, the SDS initiated and implemented the regionalisation of BiH,92 arranged for
Serbs to be armed,93 established parallel structures to assert control in municipalities and
monitored their progress, and conducted the initial phases of division and forcible removal
of non-Serbs.
61.

As President, KARAD@I] created SDS policies and strategies, selected the

personnel to effect them94 and enforced their implementation.95

The SDS was a
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hierarchical organisation and those within it were subordinate to the President.96 The
highest ranking SDS cadres and appointees, including members of the BiH Collective
Presidency PLAV[I] and KOLJEVI], and high-ranking Ministerial officials such as
Mom~ilo MANDI], answered to KARAD@I].97 MANDI], for example, referred to
KARAD@I] as the “main boss.”98

The exception was KARAD@I]’s old friend

Mom~ilo KRAJI[NIK, the Speaker of the Assembly and member of the five-person War
or Expanded Presidency (hereinafter “War Presidency”) with whom KARAD@I] shared
policy and organisational responsibilities and with whom he collaborated as an equal.99
62.

Beyond his significant statutory authority as party President, KARAD@I] was

vested with the de facto authority of the leader of a self-described national “movement”100
which asserted that it was raising Serbs from degradation,101 achieving the elevated respect
and status that was their historical due102 and combating threats to the very existence of
Serbs.103
63.

KARAD@I]’s

power

was

reflected

in

a

conversation

between

Vojo

KUPRE[ANIN, SDS Main Board member and President of the ARK Assembly, and JNA
General Milutin KUKANJAC in April 1992 when KUPRE[ANIN said:
Well, we must and now we are waiting for Karad`i} to return from
Europe and tell us what we are to do next. I personally think, General,
that I won’t do anything until he returns, when he comes whatever he
tells us we will do. He is for now the supreme commander and we have
no other commander. The Federal Yugoslavia on the one side and the
Serb people in the situation they are in, on the other. We have our
commander, it is that man, we must obey him, you understand us, we
understand you.104
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64.

KARAD@I] insisted on centralization and uniformity of approach.105 He oversaw

the activities of municipal and regional leaders and monitored what was happening on the
ground at the regional106 and local level.107 KARAD@I] actively enforced party
discipline.108 Those who strayed found themselves marginalized or out of the party.109
KARAD@I] was adamant that those who deviated from the party platform must
relinquish their position.110 Those who did not follow party policy risked being branded as
traitors.111
65.

Within two years of the SDS being formed, KARAD@I] had led the SDS through

its evolution from a political party to an ethnically-Serb state structure in control of over
70% of territory in BiH.112 In 1994, a deputy from the ARK summed up the prior four
years thus: “[w]e have risen to create a Serbian state and we must persevere in this.
Everything we have was created by SDS.”113
2. National Security Council (SNB)

66.

The SNB was established by the Assembly on 27 March 1992114 with

KARAD@I] as its President. Although initially intended as an advisory body, the SNB,
in effect, immediately turned into an executive organ,115 resembling a central Bosnian
Serb crisis staff and executing powers similar to those of the Presidency.116 Thus, as
President of the SNB, KARAD@I] exercised authority over the Bosnian Serb state
organs, that is, the Bosnian Serb forces and republican, regional and municipal authorities.
The SNB, meeting in joint sessions with the Bosnian Serb Government,117 passed
decisions on strategic and military issues such as ordering the activation of crisis staffs in
certain conditions;118 appointing the Acting Commander of the TO;119 defending Serb
105
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positions reached;120 and ordering a full mobilisation.121

Moreover, the SNB took

important political decisions such as the appointment of ministers122 and the adoption of
legislation.123
67.

The SNB gave direct instructions to Ministries124 and other republic-level

bodies,125 and asserted control over regional126 and local authorities, including by deciding
to appoint war presidencies in municipalities,127 preparing instructions for the crisis
staffs128 and putting a KARAD@I] associate in charge of establishing authority in
Sarajevo.129 Moreover, the SNB took measures to ensure it was properly informed about
the situation on the ground by the Ministries of Defence and Internal Affairs130 and other
government personnel,131 as well as by Crisis Staffs.132
68.

KARAD@I] had the central role in the SNB. As President of the SNB,133 he was

put in charge of coordinating command over the territorial defence forces and political
operations;134 creating a city TO staff;135 addressing Europe about the situation in
Bosnia;136 and informing the Assembly about the political and war situation.137
69.

After the establishment of the Presidency and the election of KARAD@I] as its

President on 12 May 1992, the Presidency effectively replaced the SNB. The last reported
meeting of the SNB took place on 15 May 1992.138
3. Presidency

70.

The position of President of the Republic was the most powerful in the Bosnian

Serb state. Most importantly, the President was the Supreme Commander of the Army.139
120
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The Commander of the Main Staff therefore commanded the Army only in conformity
with the authority conferred on him by the President.140 The President also had other
significant powers over the armed forces.141
71.

The President’s powers further included: to represent the Republic, to nominate the

President of the Government, to promulgate laws by decree, as well as to perform other
duties in conformity with the Constitution.142 The President could confirm the existence
of extraordinary conditions and impose measures for their removal.143 During a state of
war or imminent threat of war, the President could make enactments on issues within the
competence of the Assembly.144
72.

During most of 1992, the RS did not in fact have a single President. Rather,

several interim collective bodies performed the function of President until 17 December
1992. In the period preceding the commencement of take-overs and the conflict, the
Assembly designated PLAV[I] and KOLJEVI] as “acting Presidents,” relying upon their
positions in the collective presidency in the SRBiH. In the period between 27 March and
12 May 1992, the SNB performed the function of President in conjunction with the Acting
Presidents. On 12 May 1992, at the first Assembly session held after the full-scale
outbreak of hostilities, KARAD@I] became not only a member of the three-person
collective Presidency (which was established at that session), but was elected its President.
KARAD@I], KOLJEVI] and PLAV[I] formed the three-member Presidency until 2
June 1992, when Mom~ilo KRAJI[NIK and Branko \ERI] (the President of the
Government) joined them in a War Presidency.145 The expansion of the Presidency to five
members had little impact on the actual power structure, as KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK
continued as the paramount decision-makers and controlling authorities in RS, as they had
been during the earlier period.146
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73.

Of 37 sessions held between 12 May 1992 and 30 November 1992, KARAD@I]

presided over all but four meetings.147 The Presidency and later the War Presidency was
the supreme authority over state organs including VRS148 and MUP149 and exercised
control over municipal authorities.150 KARAD@I] was the member of the Presidency
explicitly assigned responsibility for the military.151 As President of the Presidency and
later President, KARAD@I] received daily reports from the field, including reports from
the MUP and the VRS.152
74.

Main Staff Commander MLADI] exercised his authority under the dictum and

control of the Presidency.153 As Main Staff member GVERO stated in August 1992:
Shortly, the basic elements are: there is the Supreme Command of the
Army and that is the President of the Republic, as the Supreme
Commander. In our situation, this will be the Presidency. All the
elements of defense and the Army are subordinated to this institution.
We, in the Army, are following this and are trying to fully observe it.
There was no significant act that was passed without this in mind...
Therefore, this chain of command follows this line: the Supreme
Commander i.e. the President of the Republic - the General Staff in the
Federal Army i.e. the Main Staff in our case.154
75.

As noted above, during a state of war or imminent threat of war, the President

could make enactments on issues within the competence of the Assembly, subject to the
obligation to submit these enactments to the Assembly for confirmation as soon as
possible.155 KARAD@I] and the Presidency made extensive use of this power, making
enactments on numerous issues156 including crucial laws157 and important appointments.158
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When these enactments were subsequently submitted to the Assembly for approval,
virtually all were confirmed without any substantive discussion.159
76.

On 17 December 1992, the War Presidency was replaced by KARAD@I] as the

President of the RS,160 with KOLJEVI] and PLAV[I] as vice-Presidents. The position
and powers of the President largely remained unchanged after the end of 1992, although a
few changes further increased the President’s power.161
4. Assembly

77.

The Bosnian Serb Assembly was the first of the RS’s formal organs. The decision

to establish the Assembly was taken by the SDS Party Council on 15 October 1991162 and
confirmed by the SDS Deputies’ Club three days later.163
78.

Even before its inaugural session, KARAD@I] and the leadership planned that the

Assembly would have a role in the acquisition of Serbian-claimed territories. As stated at
the 18 October 1991 Deputies’ Club meeting, the “SDS has been forced to make radical
moves. One of the conclusions of the Serbian Assembly is the declaration of Serbian
territory in BH.”164 As KARAD@I] told MILO[EVI] on the date of the Assembly’s
inaugural meeting, 24 October 1991, “the Serbs are moving on” and would establish
parallel organs of authority and “full authority over the Serbian territories in BiH.”165
79.

The Bosnian Serb Assembly was a barely reconstituted version of the SDS club of

members of parliament, i.e., Deputies’ Club.166 Indeed, the founding session of the
Bosnian Serb Assembly opened as a meeting of the SDS deputies’ Club before the
unanimous adoption of the decision on establishing the separate Assembly.167
80.

Although KARAD@I] was not formally a member of the Assembly, he attended

and was a prominent speaker at virtually all Assembly sessions, at which he explained
policy and issued instructions and direction. His authority as leader of the SDS was
apparent in the Assembly. As a deputy once noted (in the context of an anticipated
159
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regional assembly), “I know that Karadži}, as the President of the SDS, is truly the leading
figure among the Serbian people. And five of his sentences are enough to change the
entire course of the session.”168
81.

As essentially a party body, the Assembly “carried out its legislative powers in

accordance with the policy charted by the SDS,”169 and “of course Kraji{nik and Karadži}
were its proponents.”170 This is reflected in the many conclusions, decisions and laws that
were adopted unanimously and without discussion; at the first session, for example, not a
single issue was discussed in any detail.171 As a deputy noted in 1994:
…in these two years, my memory has not yet registered a case when the
whole assembly of esteemed people’s deputies has stood up against
something that our political and state leadership strictly targeted as
something that has to be respected.172
82.

Assembly sessions were normally preceded by a Deputies’ Club session, at which

the Assembly agenda items173 were prepared, discussed and common positions adopted.174
KARAD@I] participated in the majority of Deputies’ Club meetings.175
83.

The Assembly was an important centralised forum for the promulgation of policy

and instructions and their dissemination to the field. At the Assembly (or Deputies’ Club)
KARAD@I] instructed the delegates about ethnic separation -- for example, that no one
could live with Muslims,176 that they would get instructions on taking control over
municipalities,177 that the Bosnian Serbs ultimate goal was unification with Serbia,178 that
certain areas needed to be clean,179 and that Muslims would not be permitted to move back
into Serb areas.180
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84.

Deputies were expected to convey the information and instructions that they

received to those in the municipalities181 and they did so.182 With deputies from 50
different municipalities,183 the Assembly network was important for exchanging
information between the republic and the municipal level, explaining policy and
disseminating instructions. As KARAD@I] explained, each deputy was to “explain our
strategic goals and to explain our tactics… At the same time, he will report to the
Assembly here.”184 By virtue of their position, KARADŽI] considered deputies the
“supreme authority” in their municipalities.185
85.

Deputies also ensured that information from their municipalities reached the

republican leadership. At Assembly sessions and Deputies’ Club meetings, deputies
spoke in detail about issues in their municipalities, about which they were wellinformed.186

At the 16th Assembly on 12 May 1992, for example, deputies shared

information about, among other things, (a) the need for “definitive clearing” of
territory;187 (b) the need for KARADŽI] and KRAJI[NIK to promote the “conquests
that are presently necessary”;188 and (c) the fact that Muslims had been “evacuated” from
the right bank of the Una and would not be allowed back in light of the Strategic
Objectives.189 At the 17th Session in July, information was shared about the following
matters, among others: (a) that there was a huge problem with the thousands of “captured
people of other nationalities;” 190 (b) that the Muslims were people “whose executioners

we are to be;191 and (c) that KARAD@I]’s encouragement in Sarajevo had resulted in

Serbs driving Muslims “out of the territories where they had actually been a majority.”192
86.

On 12 May 1992, the Assembly heard information about Br~ko, Ilija{, Derventa,

Prnjavor, Bosanska Krupa, Banja Luka, Krajina, Herzegovina and other places.193
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Similarly, on 24-26 July 1992, reports were given about Banja Luka, Krajina, Gora`de,
Ozren, Sarajevo, Semberija, Bira~ and Mostar.194
87.

The implementation of KARAD@I]’s policies was further assured by the

obligation upon municipal assemblies to follow the republic level Assembly:195 “This
Assembly is the supreme power of the Serbian people … this assembly has the power to
cancel all decisions of any Assembly in BH …”196 This was understood by deputies. As
Kupre{anin said, “this Assembly… is our supreme authority because it can annul all our
decisions…”197 The Assembly, in turn, deferred to KARAD@I]’s leadership as can be
seen by its response to SNB and Presidency decisions.198
5. Council of Ministers

88.

In late December 1991, the Assembly established the Council of Ministers. The

Council, which served as a government-in-waiting, was comprised of the ranking Serb
officials within various ministries of the joint BiH government and was in fact under the
authority of KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK. At its first meeting on 11 January 1992, after
a discussion that included KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK, the Council identified its initial
priorities as including “the defining of ethnic territory,” and “the establishment of
government organs in the territory.”199
89.

Almost immediately upon dissemination of Variant A/B, KARAD@I] tasked one

of the Council’s ministers, Jovan ^IZMOVI], to travel to the field to ensure its
implementation.200

^IZMOVI] visited various municipalities and reported back to

KARAD@I].201 At the 6th Assembly on 26 January 1992, ^IZMOVI] called for “an
urgent operationalisation…Tasks set out in the Instructions of 19 December 1991 should
be carried out.”202 On 14 February 1992, KARAD@I] activated the second level of
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Variant A/B and again ^IZMOVI] was tasked with touring the municipalities to
“establish how elements of the authorities really work.”203
90.

Meanwhile, KARAD@I]’s two key police officials – Mom~ilo MANDI] and

Mi}o STANI[I] – moved forward to implement the Council’s determination that Serbian
power “must be felt” in all the Serbian territories of BiH.204 Following a meeting of MUP
cadres in Banja Luka, MANDI] immediately undertook practical steps to form the RS
MUP.205 On 18 March 1992, in the Assembly, KARAD@I] expressed his satisfaction
with the state of preparations for take-over of power,206 and on 24 March, he was able to
assure deputies that, as take-overs were imminent, the numbers of the police “are quite
sufficient.”207
91.

As the transformation from party to state neared completion, the Assembly

relieved the Council of Ministers of its duties208 and elected Branko \ERI] as the
candidate for the position of President of the Government.209 \ERI], who had been
appointed to draft a work plan for the Council of Ministers,210 reassured the deputies:
“There is no reason to think that we are running late in assuming power because a lot has
been accomplished to date. Please do not take things in your own hands. You will receive
your instructions and you will proceed as instructed.”211
6. Government

92.

The Government, like the Council of Ministers before it, was subject to the

authority of KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK and was a further mechanism for
implementing their policies of ethnic separation. As President of the Government \ERI]
observed, “Karad`i} considered himself to be the government…”212 KARAD@I] himself
echoed this observation, noting to the Assembly in 1993, “…the Government is mine. I am
responsible for its functioning. I appoint and propose the Government mandator. I have a

203
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brilliant relationship with [then President of the Government, i.e., Prime Minister] Vlado
LUKI]; we are often together; he often comes to my cabinet.”213
93.

Although the Constitution provided that the President of the Government-designate

was to propose ministers to the Assembly for approval,214 \ERI] was told by
KARAD@I] whom to appoint, and his role was limited to formally nominating them.215
Mi~o STANI[I] and Mom~ilo MANDI], the two most powerful Government ministers –
and those most involved in the detention of Muslim and Croat civilians – reported to and
took orders from KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK.216 Indeed, \ERI] complained
contemporaneously about the fact that KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK had authority over
them and he did not.217
94.

During April 1992, KARAD@I] presided over joint sessions of the SNB and the

Government at which fundamental issues were discussed and decisions reached. On 24
April 1992, KARAD@I] and the SNB decided that the Ministry of Interior led by
STANI[I] and the Ministry of Justice led by MANDI] would be responsible for
prisoners.218 On 8 May 1992, the Government established a Central Exchange Commission
with a network of regional and municipal exchange bodies.219 The Exchange Commission,
operating under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice220 was set up with non-Serb
civilians in mind221 and operated as a vehicle for their removal from Serb-claimed
territories.
95.

Within days of its establishment, the Exchange Commission became active. In

early May, Serb authorities ordered the detention for exchange of approximately 600
Bratunac Muslim civilians.222 They were first held in brutal conditions223 and those who
survived were transported out of the RS, through its capital Pale, in an operation that
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involved the Exchange Commission, various crisis staff leaders and leading members of
the Government.224
96.

On 17 May 1992, the Bratunac victims were shown on Bosnian television, displaying

severe injuries and describing their ordeal.225

In the following weeks, the Government

discussed what they referred to as “the prisoner exchange problem”226 stating that the issue
was “complex and delicate” and acknowledging that the problem had an international
dimension and could cause “a number of negative consequences for the whole Republic.”227
97.

KARAD@I] and KRAJI[NIK were kept apprised of the work of the Exchange

Commission. Apart from Presidency inquiries into the work of the Commission,228 MANDI]
matter-of-factly discussed exchanges with them. On 1 July 1992, MANDI] spoke to
KARAD@I] about exchanging 300 Muslims and advised KARAD@I] that all the Croats in
the Kula prison had already been exchanged.229 On 26 June 1992, during a discussion about
detainees, MANDI] informed KRAJI[NIK that a Serb who had remained with the Bosnian
authorities had asserted that the Exchange Commission was engaged in “ethnic cleansing.”230
KRAJI[NIK’s response was to label that person a “traitor.”231
7. Crisis Staffs/War Presidencies/War Commissions

98.

The Crisis Staffs were the primary political and governmental organs utilised by

the BSL at the regional and municipal level to take over power in claimed municipalities
and effect the forcible removal of Muslims and Croats from the territory. KARAD@I]
ensured Crisis Staffs were formed in each of the claimed municipalities and that they were
activated and subordinated to republican organs by the commencement of the conflict. In
early June 1992, KARAD@I] further formalised and centralised the governance of the
Serbian municipalities by transforming Crisis Staffs into War Presidencies and War
Commissions.
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99.

As discussed earlier, KARAD@I] initiated and oversaw the establishment of

Crisis Staffs via Variant A/B. As he noted at a gathering of republican, regional and
municipal level SDS and Bosnian Serb government officials on 14 February 1992 when
activating the second level: “we called you today, to intensify, to introduce the ‘second
level’ and to intensify the functioning of the government at any cost and on every single
millimetre of our territory.”232
100.

When introducing the second level of activation, KARAD@I] referred to the

progressive actions that had been taken since the Muslims and Croats had tabled the
proposal on independence at the joint Assembly on 15 October 1991. He stated that the
Bosnian Serbs were headed where they “want to go” and they were now in the position to
deliver an ultimatum to the Muslims and Croats, telling them “You are not going to live
with us, you can live only next to us.”233
101.

By late March 1992, the Bosnian Serbs were ready to assume control over the

territory they claimed. On 24 March 1992, KARAD@I] announced that “very soon, we
can form what we want ₣…ğ” and the Serbian municipalities will “assume control over the
entire territory of the municipality concerned.”234
102.

Within a week of this pronouncement, on the evening of 31 March 1992, the

Serbian Volunteer Guards (aka Arkan’s men) and local territorial defence forces attacked
Bijeljina, killing at least 48 Muslim civilians235 and taking over the town. Following
assumption of control by the Serbian and Bosnian Serb forces the Bijeljina Municipal
Crisis Staff was installed as the governmental organ in the area.236
103.

By 26 April 1992, the Crisis Staffs were recognised by the Government as formal

bodies of the Bosnian Serb state that in conditions of war “take over all the prerogatives
and functions of municipal assemblies when they are not able to convene.” 237
104.

After Bijeljina, many other municipalities were taken over in the ensuing weeks

and months. Following the take-overs, the Crisis Staffs co-ordinated and controlled events
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taking place on the ground.238

At the 46th Assembly Session in November 1994,

KARAD@I] referred to the control exercised by the Crisis Staffs in the municipalities
stating:
Please, remember how we used to work before the war. . . . Everything
was as clear as day in the municipalities where we were majority and in
those where we were minority. Do you remember the Instruction A and
instruction B? We had Crisis Staffs, and it was clear that they were the
authority. They could make mistakes but they still were the authority.
The people were not left without the authority because there was a Crisis
Staff.239
105.

Immediately following the assumption of control in municipalities, Crisis Staffs

implemented persecutory measures against the Muslim and Croat populations that
furthered the common criminal purpose, including the following:
•

oversaw the large-scale removal of non-Serbs from the municipalities by Bosnian
Serb Territorial Defence, police and Army units.240 Crisis staffs requested the
Army to “round-up or capture as many Muslim civilians as possible”241 and
directed the moving out of civilians;242

•

organised convoys to facilitate expulsions, arranging buses and police escorts;243

•

established, controlled, supported and had access to, detention facilities;244

•

ordered arrests of individuals and categories of non-Serbs including civilians,245
such as “all people of Croatian nationality”246 or “all military-capable Muslims
who could possibly harm the Serbs”;247
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•

authorized the transfer of prisoners in and out of detention centres;248 in Sanski
Most, for example, those to be sent to Manja~a included “people unwelcome in the
municipality”;249

•

ordered or forbade the release of individuals or categories of prisoners from camps
and prisons;250 the Prijedor Crisis Staff, for example, forbade the release of
individuals from Trnopolje, Keraterm and Omarska251 but ordered the release of
“all Serbs who have been imprisoned by mistake”;252

•

implemented the criteria regarding the moving out of the Muslim population,
including the provision of statements declaring that they were voluntarily and/or
permanently leaving and the assignment of their property rights to the
authorities;253 the Crisis Staffs systematically collected and redistributed nonSerbs’ property,254 declaring that “abandoned” property now belonged to the
municipality255 and restricting the amount of money or goods that could be taken
out of the municipality by those leaving;256

•

ordered the dismissal of non-Serbs from municipal positions and from certain firms
or positions;257

•

co-operated and co-ordinated with the armed forces seizing territory;258

•

restricted the freedom of movement of non-Serbs;259
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•

ordered the establishment of the local judicial system, setting up courts, appointing
judges and dismissing non-Serbs from court positions;260

•

disarmed the Muslim and Croat population and in this context subjected non-Serbs
to arbitrary searches;261

•

prevented the return of Muslims and Croats who had left the territory;262

•

broadcast propaganda against the Muslim and Croat populations;263 and

•

took actions to cut access of non-Serbs to public services.264

106.

The Crisis Staffs received orders from,265 reported to,266 and implemented the

policies267 of the republic-level organs.268
107.

In late May 1992, KARAD@I] proposed that the Crisis Staffs be reconstituted as

War Presidencies,269 and in early June 1992 a decision was taken to form War
Commissions,270 a decision which provided for conveying directives from the Republic
War Presidency to the field and information back to the War Presidency.271 In many
instances the new bodies were essentially the same people272 exercising governmental
functions at the municipal level.

65ter08246;65ter01539;KDZ073testimony,Kraji{nik,T.7136-7137;65ter00278;KDZ490.
260
65ter11226,para.61n.124;65ter06693;65ter00855;65ter08330;65ter07102;65ter07869;65ter08455;
65ter07544;65ter05045;65ter05124;65ter11269;65ter02562;65ter05520;65ter05583;65ter11270
261
65ter00791.
262
65ter11226,para.65n.138;05844;65ter06692;65ter10824;65ter08071;65ter00333;65ter00310;
65ter00853,p.3;65ter01662.
263
65ter11226,para.66,n.142;65ter08476;65ter11271;65ter05096;65ter11291.
264
65ter11226,para.61,n.120;65ter01081;65ter01511.
265
65ter07062;65ter01529;KDZ453testimony,Kraji{nik,T.9737,9957;65ter11226,paras.20,41;
65ter11272,pp.19-20.
266
65ter45314,p.4;65ter11126,paras.20,43;65ter30651;65ter30705;KDZ453testimony,Krajišnik,T.96779688,9754-9757,9761-9769,9773-9777;65ter01110;65ter00153,items9,10;65ter00170,item6;
65ter05416,p.45;65ter01101;65ter00021;65ter07532,pp.20-21;65ter01019;65ter00020,pp3839;65ter00021,pp.17,20-22;65ter07532,pp.20-21;65ter00024,pp.16-20,24-48;65ter00028,pp.66,71.
267
65ter11226,paras.24-25,41-42;KDZtestimony,Krajišnik,T.9742-9743,9772,9735-9740,9742-9743,97499751,9772,9827,9827;65ter05844;65ter00398,p.4-5;65ter01577,p.1;65ter01531,pp.2,3.
268
65ter11226,paras.41-43;65ter00149;65ter00150;65ter00152;65ter00153.
269
65ter11226,paras.27-31;KDZ453testimony,Krajišnik,T.9702-9704;65ter11204;65ter01077.
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KDZ197testimony,Krajišnik,T.10574-10578,10678-10684,10697-10700,10772-10778.
271
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108.

In many municipalities, the Municipal Assembly began operating in the late

summer or early autumn of 1992 and the Crisis Staffs, War Presidencies, or War
Commissions disbanded.

In late 1994273 and again in the summer of 1995,274

KARAD@I] ordered the formation of War Presidencies. In the Assembly in November
1994, KARAD@I] explained the role of the War Presidencies as the municipal authorities
in the Bosnian Serb state and directly compared them to the SDS Crisis Staffs of 19911992.275
8. MUP

109.

From the outset of the conflict, the MUP played a significant role in establishing

and maintaining Bosnian Serb authority over the territory and in implementing the
common criminal purpose.276 Following the take-overs, the MUP took a lead role in
disarming, arresting, rounding up, detaining, beating, killing, and expelling Muslims and
Croats.277
110.

For months prior to its division, KARAD@I] contemplated the division of the

MUP as an essential component of the “division of BiH”278 and the realization of the final
goal “to break off with Muslims and Croats forever.”279
111.

The future Minister of the Interior, Mi}o STANI[I], was appointed to the Council

of Ministers in late December 1991. At the first meeting of the Council of Ministers, it
was concluded that the “establishment of government organs in the territory” was a
priority.280 On 11 February 1992, STANI[I] informed a meeting of high level Serb MUP
cadres that the Council had decided that a Bosnian Serb MUP was to be formed.281
Mom~ilo MANDI], an Assistant Minister in the BiH MUP and the future Bosnian Serb
273

65ter11328.
65ter01693.
275
65ter00079,p.347.
276
Minister of Internal Affairs Stani{i} took credit on behalf of the police for “set[ting] up most of the
borders as they are today.” 65ter10838,p.3;see,also,65ter05682,p.2:“Internal Affairs employees had an
important role in organization, provision of arms, and later, in direct armed conflicts, and, particularly in the
early months, they were the only organized and armed formation which, in co-operation with honourable
JNA members and armed citizens, put up resistance to the Islamic fundamentalists and the Usta{as.”
277
65ter05682,p.8;65ter09243;KDZ158testimony,KrajišnikT.13949,1408914091;65ter11147,paras.191,198,200,285-329..
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Minister of Justice, was responsible for implementing the decision,282 and he took
immediate steps toward its implementation.283
112.

On 28 February 1992, the Assembly passed the Law on Internal Affairs

establishing a separate Bosnian Serb MUP. The law was scheduled to come into effect on
31 March 1992.284 On this day MANDI] sent a dispatch to all CSBs and SJBs in BiH285
declaring that from 1 April 1992, BiH SJB stations would cease to function and would be
taken over by Bosnian Serb SJBs.
113.

When a high level Serb member of the BiH MUP resisted the division of the MUP,

he was summoned to a meeting with KARAD@I], KRAJI[NIK, STANI[I], MANDI]
and others, and attacked for failing to support the division of the MUP; he tendered his
resignation.286 The division of the MUP proceeded and on 5 May 1992 MANDI] boasted
in a telephone conversation that by sending the dispatch he had “fucked the MUP to
pieces.”287
114.

STANI[I] and MANDI],288 who reported directly to KARAD@I] and

KRAJI[NIK as explained above,289 played a critical role in the organised detention and
expulsion of Muslims and Croats.290

The MUP was responsible for arrests and

interrogation and the Ministry of Justice, under MANDI], was responsible for
“exchange,” which was employed to expel Muslims and Croats from the territory.291
115.

On 17 July 1992, STANI[I] sought clarification from KARAD@I] as to whether

the MUP or the Ministry of Justice had jurisdiction over civilians who had been rounded
up and detained.292

An order of 6 June 1992 from the President of the Exchange

282

65ter06590);65ter00217;KDZ512testimony,Kraji{nik,T.8617-18;8646-47;9321;9337.
KDZ512testimony,T.8651;8654-55;Nielsen Report Kraji{nik §341;65ter10833; 65ter01700,p.2;
65ter00654,p.20-2;65ter05587,p.41;also see 65ter10724.
284
65ter01016; 65ter00929; 65ter10834,p.3.
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65ter01016.
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KDZ552;KDZ227;65ter10836; KDZ512testimony,Kraji{nik,T.9404,94349435,9447;65ter10837;65ter30659.
287
65ter30734,p.25.
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Justice.
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65ter30809;65ter30845;65ter30676;65ter30855.
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Commission similarly addressed the issue of detention of civilians by the MUP and
exchange of these persons as a matter for regulation instead of treating it as a crime.293
116.

KARAD@I]’s de jure powers were consistent with his substantial de facto

authority over the MUP. The Law on National Defence (and later the Law on Defence)
prescribed that as President he had the authority to “issue orders for utilization of the
police in case of war, immediate peril, or other emergencies.”294 In an interview in
October 1992, STANI[I] confirmed the hierarchical functioning of the MUP, stating that
the MUP functioned as a “single centralised organ” and that it had “never happened” that
anyone ignored his orders.295
117.

The MUP was a key component of the Bosnian Serb military forces. During

combat operations, the units were subordinate to the “command of the armed forces,”
although the units of the Ministry were “directly commanded by the respective employees
of the Ministry.”296 The MUP was thus an important component in implementing
KARAD@I]’s policies. As STANI[I] assured the Assembly in November 1992, “... I as
a man have followed policies of the SDS Presidency, and our Deputies in the former state,
I have always followed these policies.”297
9. VRS

118.

The VRS was based on the existing structures of the JNA in BiH. Existing JNA

units, as well as TO units in BiH,298 were renamed and transformed into commands and
units of the VRS.299 The transformation of JNA personnel and equipment into an army for
the Bosnian Serbs had been orchestrated with MILO[EVI] and top JNA officials who
ensured that the Bosnian Serb army continued to receive significant support from Serbia
even after the transition.300 When the JNA pulled out of BiH on 19 May 1992, it left the
Bosnian Serbs with a nearly complete army supplied with equipment from the former JNA
2nd Military District.301

293
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119.

The VRS implemented the policies and goals of KARAD@I] and the BSL in

furtherance of the common criminal purpose. As MLADI] stated in 1993, “First, people
and the army, with the help from the rest of us according to our possibilities, have carried
out the most of tasks, and strategic goals, set to them. We have created Republika
Srpska.”302 The VRS was, according to a report signed by KARAD@I], “the highest
strategic organisational formation of the Serbian people in the former Bosnia and
Herzegovina capable of realising the strategic and other tasks assigned to it by the
Supreme Command.”303 In pursuing the strategic goals, the VRS worked closely with the
MUP,304 as well as local paramilitary formations many of which were eventually
integrated into the VRS command structure. The VRS also cooperated with Serbian MUP
special forces, RSK military and police units, as well as paramilitary formations from
Serbia and RSK active in BiH throughout the conflict, and received volunteers from
outside BiH into their units.305
120.

The VRS was subordinated in law306 and in practice to KARAD@I] who was,

through the Presidency and as RS President, the Supreme Commander.307

As

KARAD@I] emphasised in the April 1993 Army Report:
Th[e] relationship between the command structures and the organs of
government and the Supreme Command made it impossible for the Main
Staff to make decisions absolutely on its own, rather every operational
battle was politically endorsed on the basis of the interests of the Serb
people and approved by the highest authorities of Republika Srpska.308

121.

On KARAD@I]’s recommendation,309 MLADI] was appointed Commander of

the Main Staff of the VRS, the highest ranking military official in the RS on 12 May
1992.310 MLADI] remained in command of the VRS and its military operations until the
end of the conflict.311 Throughout this period, MLADI] answered to KARAD@I] who

302
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remained in ultimate control, a reality supported by evidence from witnesses and
statements from KARAD@I] himself.312
122.

All operations undertaken by the VRS were guided by the strategic objectives

enunciated by KARAD@I] on 12 May 1992, as reflected by the Army Report:
The strategic objectives of our war which were promptly defined and set
before the Main Staff of the army of RS, the Commands and units,
served as a general guideline upon which we planned actual operations
and concerted battles…
The Main Staff of the Army of RS translated the set objectives and tasks
into general and individual missions of the Army of RS and of the
individual operational and tactical formations with the goals of every
individual combat action, operation or battle being specifically
defined.313
123.

KARAD@I] and the military leadership exercised actual command through

written and oral orders, commands and directives. Directives were the main documents
used to regulate the utilisation of forces.314 As KARAD@I] told the Assembly in 1995,
he had examined and approved the first seven Directives.315 Specific missions were
assigned to the Corps, usually divided into stages with specific durations and set
objectives. The Corps would then disseminate specific assignments to subordinate units
which would then issue orders related to specific assignments. Directive No.4, issued by
MLADI] to inter alia the Drina Corps Command, is illustrative of this point.316 Based on
the Directive, the Drina Corps commander issued orders to his brigade commanders in
similar terms.317
124.

KARAD@I], the Main Staff and the civilian leadership were provided with

accurate and timely information about events on the ground. Directive No.6, for example,
orders the VRS to provide regular reports by 1900 hours daily, to report on readiness for

312

KDZ465,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R065-8766-R065-8802,paras.133136;KDZ470testimony,Kraji{nik,T.4192-4193;
KDZ504;KDZ444;KDZ384,65ter10003,p.4;KDZ487,SMilo{evi},T.26950;KDZ436,65ter11181,p.4;
65ter45092;see,also,65ter40183;65ter45074;65ter45085;
65ter45172;65ter45155;65ter00026,p.45;65ter05587,pp.63-64,65ter00065,pp.7273,255,316;65ter00064,pp.85-86;65ter00085,p.315;65ter00087,pp.329-330;65ter30883;
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offensive operations, to provide interim reports when necessary, and to provide summary
reports every three days.318 Reports from the Corps level to the Main staff were made
orally and in written regular combat reports and special reports.319 These written reports
contained sections relating to enemy forces, the state of combat readiness of the units of
the Corps, the situation on the ground, unusual incidents, security and morale issues,
logistics support, casualties, and conclusions and anticipated developments.320 These
reports also included references to cleansings, as well as occasionally explicit references to
killing of civilians and prisoners.321 According to the 1993 Army Report, the system of
communication in the VRS was graded “VERY GOOD,”322 a conclusion echoed by
international observers.323
125.

KARAD@I] and other members of the Presidency were regularly informed by

MLADI] and the Main Staff about events in the field at meetings, through regular
consultation, and via written and oral reports.324
directly from the Corps level,
Krajina region.

326

325

KARAD@I] also received reports

including on the forced displacement of Muslims in the

The regular information flow is reflected in the 1993 Army Report:

The Supreme Command as a whole, and every individual member of the
Supreme Command, were informed of the objectives of planned
operations and concerted battles, and of their results, frequently in great
detail.327
10. JNA/TO/VJ

126.

Completing a process that had begun in Croatia, the JNA, in cooperation with the

BSL, transformed from an army whose purpose it was to protect all peoples in the former
318
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Yugoslavia into an army which solely protected the interests of the Serbian people. By
1992, the JNA consisted mostly of officers and soldiers of Serb ethnicity pursuing the Serb
cause.328

When the JNA formally departed from BiH in May 1992, hundreds of JNA

officers, including General MLADI], remained in BiH or were deployed to BiH and
became members of the VRS, at the same time retaining their status as members of the
JNA/VJ.329
127.

On 10 December 1991, the Yugoslav Federal Secretariat for National Defence

issued a Directive on the use of the armed forces calling for the protection of the Serb
population.330 A day later, KRAJI[NIK signed a Request to the Yugoslav National Army
which asked the JNA to “protect, with all available means the territories of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, as integral parts of the state of Yugoslavia, in which the plebiscite of the
Serb people and other citizens to remain part of the united Yugoslavia was conducted.”331
128.

JNA troops withdrawing from Croatia were re-deployed to locations in BiH

pursuant to an order by General ADŽI] to “protect” the Serbian people.332 Crisis Staffs in
the municipalities co-ordinated closely with JNA commanders, many of whom became
members of the Crisis Staffs.333 Thus, when the take-overs began in BiH, the JNA was
aligned with the Bosnian Serbs.334
129.

A close relationship of co-ordination, co-operation and support existed between

KARAD@I] and the SDS leadership, the Serb TO and the JNA before the JNA’s
withdrawal and the establishment of the VRS in mid-May 1992.335
130.

The SDS, in conjunction with the JNA, intensified the arming of local Serbs and

local armed Serb units were created on a “massive scale.”336 The JNA clandestinely
provided weaponry and equipment to the Serbs in BiH prior to the outbreak of hostilities
(a pattern which the VJ continued until the end of the war).337 In March 1992, General

327
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KUKANJAC described the JNA’s close working relationship with the SDS leadership and
identified the volumes of weapons the JNA and the SDS had provided to Bosnian Serb
volunteer units in his military district. The volunteers, totalling 69,198 persons, were
persons “… outside the JNA and TO establishment.” He wrote:
The JNA has distributed 51,900 weapons (75%) and the SDS 17,298
weapons.
To date, 300 automatic rifles have been distributed to retired military
officers in Sarajevo (those who can be trusted). In the next three or four
days, another 100 persons will be armed.338
131.

TO units as well as elements of the JNA played an important role in the take-over

of territory claimed by the Bosnian Serbs.339 JNA units participated in the attacks on
towns, villages and non-Serb settlements in the municipalities. On 27 March 1992,
KARAD@I] issued instructions on subordinating the TO to the JNA.340 On 16 April
1992, Bogdan SUBOTI] (RS Minister of Defence) signed a Decision stating: “in
preparations for training and deployment of the TO units, effect cooperation with the JNA
units and, where possible, establish unified command.”341

TO units cooperated and

coordinated their activities with municipal authorities, including local Crisis Staffs.342
After the formation of the VRS, most TO units were renamed as “light infantry brigades”
and integrated into existing VRS commands.343
132.

After the JNA pulled out of BiH on 19 May 1992, the JNA (which was later

renamed the VJ) continued to support the VRS; many VRS officers received pay as
members of the 30th Personnel Centre of the VJ, including General MLADI], until
February 2002.344 The VJ provided material and financial support as well as training.345
The VJ also participated at times in military activities in BiH after May 1992.346 This was
done covertly in accordance with the policy of FRY and RS political and military

338
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authorities in order not to reveal the presence and participation of VJ soldiers in the war in
BiH; affirmative steps were taken to ensure that such assistance was not revealed.347
11. Paramilitaries/Volunteers/Serbian MUP

133.

Paramilitary formations participated in the implementation of the common plan.

The formation, training, support and use of paramilitary and volunteer units in
implementing the common criminal purpose were co-ordinated by the Bosnian Serb348 and
Serbian leadership (in particular the SDB).349 Paramilitaries reported to the local
authorities and Crisis Staffs350 and were operationally subordinated to the police, TO and
army units.351 KARAD@I], aware of the criminal propensity of paramilitary units,352 met
with paramilitary leaders and continued to use them during operations in the
municipalities,353 and eventually, integrated some paramilitaries into the VRS.354
134.

Starting around March 1991, and continuing over the following months and years,

senior officers of the Serbian MUP, including Jovica STANI[I], who headed the SDB,
Franko SIMATOVI], aka “Frenkie”, one of Jovica STANI[I]’s deputies, Milan
TEPAVCEVI], the SDS official responsible for war operations in Eastern Bosnia, and
Rade KOSTI], who held a senior position in the SDB and reported to TEPVACEVI], 355
were involved in forming, training, arming, co-ordinating and in some cases co-opting a
wide array of Serbian armed groups in Croatia, BiH and Serbia proper.356 The groups
included Serbian paramilitary and volunteer formations such as Arkan's Tigers, Serbian
State Security “Red Berets” (special forces belonging to the Republic of Serbia MUP, and
led by Milorad “Legija” Ulemek) and SRS volunteers.357 At least from July 1991, the
347
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KDZ106 report.
355
KDZ446,Milo{evi},T.21023-21026,23619-23621;KDZ446,Statement,11-02-03,p.3;KDZ555;65ter11803.
356
KDZ515;KDZ172;KDZ555;65ter45235;65ter14052; 65ter11148,paras.10-12.
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KDZ515;KDZ106report;KDZ495;KDZ494;65ter14052.
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Serbian MUP (particularly the SDB) also assisted the Serbs in BiH in arming the Serbian
population358 and monitored events on the ground in BiH.359
135.

Party leaders and paramilitary leaders who had played a significant role in the

ethnic cleansing campaign in Croatia, such as ARKAN and [E[ELJ, were enlisted for the
effort in BiH to secure Serbian-claimed territories.360 On 31 March 1992, the take-overs
of municipalities in BiH began when ARKAN crossed the border from Serbia into BiH
with a uniformed and well-equipped force and began killing Muslim civilians in
Bijeljina.361 By that time, already notorious for crimes against non-Serbs, ARKAN was
invited (and ultimately honoured) by the SDS.362
136.

As discussed below, paramilitaries and volunteers, in particular Arkan’s Tigers and

[e{elj’s men, coordinated with the BSL, the local Crisis Staffs, elements of the JNA 4th
Corps and the nascent VRS in the earliest efforts to secure a division of Sarajevo363 and in
the shelling and sniping campaign.
F. EXECUTION OF THE OVER-ARCHING JCE

137.

The military and civilian organs described above worked together in the

implementation of the common criminal plan in three main geographic areas. The crimes
committed within the municipalities listed in paragraph 48 of the Indictment are merely
representative of the pattern of crimes carried out in a much larger number of
municipalities in these areas.364 A brief overview is set out below, with more details
provided in the Confidential Attachment to this brief365 and Appendix A (Schedules).
1. EASTERN BOSNIA IN 1992

138.

Prior to the war, Eastern Bosnia had a substantial Bosnian Muslim population, as

well as a significant number of Bosnian Croats; in a number of Eastern Bosnia

358

65ter11148,paras.8-28; KDZ555;KDZ446,Milo{evi},T.21023-21026.
KDZ555.
360
KDZ549;KDZ515;KDZ386;KDZ106report;65ter10682,p.21;65ter30666;65ter30678;65ter01039.
361
KDZ495,65ter40025,p.6,54ter40144,pp.3-4,65ter08256,p.7;KDZ015 ICTY witness statement, ERN:00506462-0050-6469,p.6.
362
65ter08092 at 0190-4827;65ter45225;65ter45048.
363
65ter30766;KDZ410testimony,Kraji{nik,T.14249;KDZ512testimony,Kraji{nik,T.9119;KDZ386.
364
The Prosecution intends to lead a limited amount of evidence relevant to establishing this pattern of
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365
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municipalities, Bosnian Muslims constituted a majority of the population.366 On 24 March
1992, KARAD@I] referred to preparations for the assumption of power in Zvornik in
Eastern Bosnia, announcing that the Bosnian Serbs were ready to take over power and
establish authority on the ground.367 Within one week the attacks by Bosnian Serb and
Serbian forces in the Drina river area commenced. Scores of civilians were killed during
the take-over of Bijeljina on 1 April 1992 and Zvornik on 8 April 1992. The international
community immediately complained about these crimes to KARAD@I],368 who
disclaimed responsibility while acknowledging that terrible things were happening and
“everybody” was guilty.369
139.

The attacks in Bijeljina and Zvornik, municipalities bordering Serbia, however,

were merely the commencement of take-overs and cleansings by Bosnian Serb forces in an
area where (a) there was a large Muslim presence with numerous Muslim-majority
municipalities and (b) KARAD@I] and the BSL had a significant strategic interest. At
the 16th Assembly session on 12 May 1992, KARAD@I] announced the Third Strategic
Objective -- the “elimination of the Drina as a border between two worlds.”

As

KARAD@IC explained, “our strategic interest and our living space are there.” 370
140.

Beyond the effort to unite Serbia and the portions of BiH claimed by the BSL – to

create the “backbone of the Serbian people”371 -- there was an additional reason, according
to KARAD@I], for the Third Strategic Objective. As he explained at the Assembly
Session in September 1992, it was of “vital strategic importance” that the “Green
Transversal” be “cut off,”372 i.e., that the Muslims on the other side of the border be
prevented from the possibility of crossing into BiH and further threatening Bosnian Serb
“living space.”
141.

Thus, any one of the numerous Muslim-majority municipalities represented a

potential breach in the barrier against the “Green Transversal.” Accordingly, as a deputy

366

See Appendix C(ethnic map).
65ter00021,p.22.
368
KDZ538;65ter08462;KDZ410;65ter01019;65ter01023;65ter07287;65ter07449;
65ter08462;65ter01019;65ter01023;65ter07287;65ter00463;KDZ240testimony,Kraji{nik,T.14254
(closed);KDZ410testimony,Kraji{nik,T.6930-6931,6762-6766.
369
KDZ240.
370
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371
65ter04233.
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65ter04214,p.14.
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noted in 1995, the Third Strategic Objective meant “a clean Drina.”373 KARAD@I]374
and KRAJI[NIK375 both told the Assembly delegates that the Drina had to be clean.
142.

The process of rendering the Drina clean was well underway by the 16th Session in

May 1992. By that time, in addition to Bijeljina and Zvornik, Fo~a (8 April 1992);
Vi{egrad (14 April 1992); Bratunac (17 April 1992); and Vlasenica (21 April 1992)376 had
been taken over, and the killings, expulsions and other crimes against non-Serbs had
begun. KARAD@I] advised the deputies on 12 May that the operations in Fo~a, Zvornik
and Vi{egrad had “ended successfully.”377
143.

Bosnian Serb military operations were brutally efficient in achieving a “clean

Drina.” As Petko ^AN^AR, a close KARAD@I] associate, told the Assembly in 1993,
“there is only one people living on the territory of Fo~a, and there is only one religion
practised there.”378 KRAJI[NIK expressed the BSL’s great satisfaction about this in
1994, addressing a crowd in Fo~a (which by then had been renamed “Srbinje”, roughly
translated as “Serb town”): “Today you are not as you were before. Now I see a true
Serbian town.”379 Prior to the war, Fo~a was 52% Muslim.
144.

This objective was reflected in Bosnian Serb military orders. On 28 May 1992,

Bira~ Brigade Commander, Svetozar ANDRI] ordered the Zvornik TO to move the
women and children out and place the men in camps for exchange.380 Directive No.4,
issued six months later by MLADI] and approved by KARAD@IC,381 ordered the army
to force the remaining Muslim population out of the Bira~, Žepa and Goražde areas.382
145.

The resulting mass detention of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats represented

a substantial logistical effort that ultimately required coordination at high-levels of both
the military and civilian structures. Factories, schools, police stations, prisons and other
public facilities were commandeered by the local Bosnian Serb authorities to hold the
detainees. On 12 June 1992, MLADI] ordered that detention facilities be established at
373

65ter00090,p.41.
65ter00090,p.68.
375
65ter00052,p.65.
376
65ter00574.
377
65ter00025,p.6 (emphasis added).
378
65ter00042,p.25.
379
65ter40254.
380
65ter04199.
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65ter00093,p.84.
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65ter01639,p.5.
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the level of the Corps.383

The Batkovi} facility was established accordingly384 and

detainees from camps such as Su{ica in Vlasenica were transferred to Batkovi}385 prior to
being expelled from RS.
146.

Bosnian Serb civilian authorities were similarly engaged in the effort. As noted in

an earlier section, the exchange commission established by the Government also coordinated the expulsion of Muslims and Croats, including the expulsion of the 400
Bratunac prisoners through Pale, the tiny RS capital.386
147.

The result was that, as a deputy said in 1993, “Drina has become a noble border,

not a hostile one. We have become united with Serbia and Montenegro along our border…
The green Muslim transversal disappeared... This, gentlemen, is how wisely and cleverly
the Republic of Srpska, a Serb state within former Bosnia is being established.”387 As
KARAD@I] explained to the deputies in 1995, “To tell the truth, there are towns that
we’ve grabbed for ourselves, and there were only 30% of us… Don’t let this get around,
but remember how many of us there were in Bratunac, how many in Srebrenica, how
many in Vi{egrad, how many in Rogatica, how many in Vlasenica, in Zvornik, etc. Due to
strategic importance they had to become ours, and no one is practically questioning it any
more.388
2. THE AUTONOMOUS REGION OF KRAJINA (“ARK”) IN 1992

148.

Prior to the war, the areas in north-western BiH claimed as Bosnian Serb territory

(referred to as the “ARK”) had substantial Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat
populations.389 Several thousand Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats were killed in the
ARK between April and December 1992, primarily during and after military/police attacks
on villages and in camps and detention facilities run by the VRS and MUP. Many more
thousands suffered serious bodily and mental harm, and were subject to conditions of life
calculated to bring about their physical destruction, in camps and detention facilities
throughout the ARK. Many thousands of non-Serbs were expelled and their real and
religious property was destroyed. Particulars of the crimes committed in furtherance of
383

65ter05483.
65ter00588;65ter11292.
385
65ter11294;KDZ442;KDZ230;KDZ033;KDZ258;KDZ067;65ter08539.
386
65ter01533.
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65ter00054,pp.33-34.
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65ter00091,pp.68-69.
389
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the objective of the permanent removal of non-Serbs from certain ARK municipalities,
namely Banja Luka, Bosanka Krupa, Bosanski Novi, Bosanski Petrovac, Donji Vakuf,
Klju~, Kotor Varo{, Prijedor, and Sanski Most, are set out in the Confidential Attachment
to this brief and Appendix A (Schedules).
(a) The common plan to permanently remove non-Serbs from the ARK

149.

The decision in September 1991 to declare the Serbian “community of

municipalities”390 in north-west BiH an autonomous region391 reflected KARAD@I]’s
“regionalisation” strategy. From mid-1991, SDS leaders, including those at the regional
level, became increasingly intent on the division of BiH into ethnically separate territories.
The SDS392 and the JNA armed and militarily trained the Serb population in the ARK. 393
By August 1991, the SDS had set up an “anti-terrorism” training camp in Gornji
Podgradci in the Bosanska Gradi{ka municipality in the ARK, led by instructors from
Serbia and the RSK, headed by Milan MARTI]. Three to four hundred Serbs from
municipalities in the Krajina region (including Prijedor, Prnjavor, [ipovo) undertook
secret training, including Veljko MILANKOVI] (and the paramilitary group known as the
“Wolves of Vu~jak).394
150.

KARAD@I] maintained constant contact with ARK personnel, especially

BR\ANIN,395

KUPRE[ANIN,396

RADI]397

VUKI],398

STEVANDI],399

and

^IZMOVI]400 in relation to SDS policies, strategies and plans. KARAD@I] frequently
personally visited Banja Luka, sent emissaries or summoned ARK leaders to discuss such
matters.401 He quelled steps toward a premature separation of the ARK by unification
with the RSK and emphasised adherence to party policy.402 Even before he assumed his
390

KDZ271;65ter00592,para.117.
65ter07649.
392
65ter01493.
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65ter05052;65ter04883;KDZ490.
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KDZ523;65ter11326.
395
65ter30045;65er30048;65ter30078;65ter30086;65ter30123;65ter30139;65ter300243;65ter30279;65ter303
55;65ter30363;65ter31670;65ter30392.
396
65ter30011;65ter30068;65ter30116;65ter30229;65ter30242;65ter30406;65ter30413;65ter30414;
65ter30502;65ter30591;65ter30615.
397
65ter30256;65ter31670;65ter30472;65ter31671;65ter32063.
398
65ter30055;65ter30060;65ter30069;65ter30077;65ter30079;65ter30249;65ter30352;
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65ter31991;65ter31993.
400
65ter30491;65ter30539;65ter30558;65ter30564;65ter30602;65ter30617;65ter30619;.
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formal position as President of the Presidency, the ARK leadership deemed KARAD@I]
the Supreme Commander who must be obeyed.403
151.

The crimes committed in the ARK reflected the implementation of the First,

Second and Fourth Strategic Objectives articulated by KARAD@I] at the 16th Assembly
Session on 12 May 1992.404 On 14 May 1992, VRS commander Stanislav GALI] (then
in the area of Klju~) underscored the importance of the strategic goals at a meeting
between military and civilian authorities in his zone of operation in the ARK.405 The
impact of the Fourth Strategic Objective was also explicitly acknowledged as soon as it
was announced by the representative from Bosanska Krupa, who noted his satisfaction
that expelled Muslims would not be returning. 406
152.

Preparations for the SDS to take over power from local governments established

pursuant to the 1990 multi-party elections had been in the making since the end of summer
1991. As discussed above, Variant A/B was distributed to municipality representatives on
or about 20 December 1991. Variant A/B and follow-up instructions of 26 April 1992407
were discussed and implemented in municipalities of the ARK.408 The regional crisis staff
(ARK Crisis Staff) was formally announced on 5 May 1992.409
153.

Attacks on the non-Serb population in the ARK and take-overs by Bosnian Serb

forces including the 1KK, MUP forces, and paramilitary units began in mid-April 1992:
Sanski Most (mid-April 1992); Bosanska Krupa (21 April 1992); Prijedor (30 April
1992);410 Donji Vakuf (early May 1992); Klju~ (7 May 1992); Kotor Varo{ (10 June
1992). Immediately following the take-overs, the Bosnian Serb Crisis Staffs assumed
power and the Serb municipalities began to function.411

403

65ter30722,p2.
65ter00026,pp.6-7.
405
65ter00368.
406
65ter00024,p.24.
407
65ter00783.
408
65ter00981;65ter00982;65te00765;65ter04883;65ter06700.
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154.

The military and police forces continued to co-ordinate with the municipal level

Crisis Staffs.412 Mass detention of thousands of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats
required a substantial logistical undertaking.

Factories/warehouses, schools, police

stations, prisons, barracks, football stadiums, fire stations, and other public facilities were
commandeered by the local Bosnian Serb authorities to hold the detainees. The scale of
these mass detentions throughout the ARK required co-ordination at various levels of RS
military and civilian authorities.413 MUP personnel administered a large number of the
detention facilities.414 Following their attacks on disarmed and defenceless villages, VRS
forces under the command of General TALI] rounded up civilians and participated in the
administration, coordination and logistics of detention facilities.415
155.

The “ethnic cleansing” being carried out in the ARK through the massive and

systematic rounding up and detention of non-Serbs could not be hidden indefinitely from
the international community. Internationals began to learn of the ARK detention centres
such as Omarska, Keraterm and Trnopolje, in the early summer of 1992.416

When

confronted with allegations of ethnic cleansing in relation to these detention camps, a
typical response of Bosnian Serb leaders was to point out that crimes had been committed
against Serbs in World War II or were being committed at the time.417
156.

With the establishment of Bosnian Serb authority over the ARK municipalities, the

Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat populations were persecuted, killed or forcibly
removed in massive numbers by members of the JCE and their tools. There were mass
killings of Muslim and Croat civilians in municipalities within the ARK between May and
November 1992, both in and outside detention facilities.418 Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian
Croat leaders were targeted, particularly for killings and other mistreatment at camps and
detention facilities, which were marked by severe mistreatment of detainees, including
sexual assault.419 The closure of some camps was prompted by an international outcry in
early August 1992 and detainees were transferred to locations including Batkovi} camp

412
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and Kamenica.420 Thus, large areas of the ARK were ethnically cleansed in accordance
with the goals of the BSL.421
3. SARAJEVO AREA IN 1992

157.

Crimes committed in and around Sarajevo422 were directed towards accomplishing

the first and fifth strategic goals: division of the city of Sarajevo into Serbian and Muslim
parts. In pursuit of these goals and of the objective of the overarching JCE, Muslims and
Croats of Had`i}i, Ilid`a, Novi Grad, Novo Sarajevo, Pale, Vogo{}a and Ilija{423 were
expelled, killed and persecuted. 424
158.

Through 1991 and early 1992, ethnic delineation of Serbian municipalities within

the Sarajevo area was a key focus of SDS political activity.425 By February 1992, SDS
organs had unilaterally proclaimed Serbian municipalities in areas to the north, south and
east of Sarajevo’s urban centre.426 In early April 1992, KARAD@I] met with SUBOTI],
KRAJI[NIK, Mi}o STANI[I], MANDI] and Jovan TINTOR to plan an operation to cut
the city in two, linking Bosnian Serb forces to the north and south of Sarajevo.427 On 16
April 1992, KARAD@I] and KOLJEVI] told Cyrus VANCE and Herbert OKUN that a
decision had been taken to divide Sarajevo into a Serb area and a Muslim area.428
159.

As MLADI] told the Serbian journal NIN: “We don’t want all of Sarajevo. We

want to divide it.”429 On 5 May 1992, MANDI] discussed with Mi}o STANI[I] the
planned boundaries of Muslim Sarajevo430 which effectively left only the old town for
420

KDZ406;KDZ316;KDZ258;65ter40163;65ter01117.
The Bosnian Muslim population in the ARK fell by four-fifths between 1991 and 1995, from 252,566
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non-Serbs. Later the same month he told a long-time friend that this goal431 would be
realised by force.432 This was reflective of the attitude shared by all of the BSL, including
KARAD@I].433
160.

Fighting to secure the division of the city began in early April 1992. Bosnian Serb

forces comprised of elements of SDS Crisis Staffs, TO and MUP forces,434 assisted by
paramilitary units and volunteers,435 Federal MUP forces,436 Red Berets437 and elements of
the JNA,438 gradually took control of much of Hadži}i, Ilid`a, Ilija{, Vogo{}a, parts of
Novo Sarajevo, Novi Grad and Pale.439
161.

With control established in these and other peripheral Sarajevo municipalities,

Bosnian Serb forces set about consolidating the ethnic separation and entrenching the
siege lines by persecuting, expelling and/or killing Muslims and Croats in these areas.
Residents were killed or forced from their homes and channelled through a system of
detention facilities;440 from the detention facilities they were exchanged,441 used for forced
labour442 and as human shields on the front-lines,443 or killed.444 The detention facilities
were run by Bosnian Serb forces,445 eventually coming under the control of the Justice
Ministry of the Serbian Republic.446 KARAD@I] was aware of these mass expulsions447
and was instrumental in the establishment, operation and transfer of detainees from the
detention facilities.448

431
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162.

The Sarajevo municipality take-overs were directed by local SDS leaders with

close

associations

to

KARAD@I],

including

Jovan

TINTOR,449

Ne|elko

PRSTOJEVI]450 and Ratko AD@I].451 TINTOR, head of the Vogo{}a SDS Crisis Staff,
was instrumental in arming the population and leading military operations.452 He recalled
in an interview in 1994: “I held 64 kilometres of front line. From Jezero hospital, that is
(the child (…) maternity hospital, through Vogo{}a, over the middle, going down on the
territory, a part of the territory of Ilija{, then back across Rajlovac, Ahatovi}i, and one part
of Ilid`a.”453 In Ilid`a, local civilian and military structures were controlled by Ne|elko
PRSTOJEVI], head of the municipal SDS Crisis Staff.454 In July 1992, PRSTOJEVI]
recalled KARAD@I] visiting Ilid`a in the first few days of the war to provide
encouragement to Serb forces, and as a result “…the Serbs from Sarajevo retained control
over the territory, and even extended their territory in some areas, driving the Muslims out
of the territories where they had actually been majority.”455
163.

In Ilija{, the SDS Crisis Staff head, Ratko AD@I], coordinated the Serb civilian

and military organs456 and was, until at least June 1992, the effective commander of the 1st
Serbian Ilija{ Brigade of the SRK.457
164.

In addition to KARAD@I], other members of the BSL were involved in the

operations to ethnically divide Sarajevo. For example, KRAJI[NIK, who called for an
ethnically divided Sarajevo throughout the war,458 played a key role in the creation of the
Serb municipality of Rajlovac (which split away from Novi Grad)459 and remained
informed about events in Rajlovac throughout 1992.460 KRAJI[NIK was specifically
informed of the detention of non-Serbs in facilities under Bosnian Serb control in the
Rajlovac area461 and the killings of those detainees on 15 June 1992.462 Similarly, Arkan’s

449
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KDZ131testimony,Kraji{nik,T.14772;65ter30478;65ter30641;KDZ088,T001-1791-T001-1794,pp.54-55.
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KDZ131;65ter30549.
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65ter10796;65ter00592,p.155..
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65ter40193.
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65ter40193.
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65ter30549;65ter01532;65ter01535;65ter01662;65ter30828;65ter10771;65ter30788;65ter30803;65ter3081
2;65ter30851.
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65ter00028,p.66;see,also,65ter11705.
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65ter01651.
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65ter01564.
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65ter31743;65ter31736.
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65ter01484;65ter30589.
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65ter30581.
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65ter30833.
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men, led by “Legija,” came to Ilid`a in May 1992 at the invitation of Biljana PLAV[I] to
reinforce MUP and other units in “liberating” the territory of Serbian Ilid`a.463
165.

KARAD@I] publicly insisted on the division of Sarajevo throughout the war.

KARAD@I] repeatedly threatened to conquer Sarajevo in the event the Muslims refused
to agree to a division,464 insisting the city was Serbian and would never be given up.465

III. SARAJEVO CAMPAIGN OF SNIPING AND SHELLING
166.

Following the forcible division and encirclement of Sarajevo, KARADŽI],

MLADI] and other members of the Bosnian Serb military and political leadership, acting
in pursuit of a common criminal objective, implemented a military campaign of sniping
and shelling by Bosnian Serb forces against the city of Sarajevo, killing, maiming,
wounding and terrorising its civilian population between April 1992 and November
1995.466 The primary purpose of this campaign was to spread terror among the civilian
population of Sarajevo. The campaign and the corresponding common objective involved
the commission of the crimes of terror, unlawful attacks on civilians and murder, charged
in Counts 5, 6, 9 and 10 of the Indictment.
A. KARAD@I] SHARED A COMMON PLAN TO SPREAD TERROR AMONG

THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF SARAJEVO THROUGH A CAMPAIGN OF

SHELLING AND SNIPING

167.

Throughout the war, the BSL viewed the division and siege of Sarajevo and the

campaign of terror as an important means of achieving their territorial ambitions and

462

65ter30836;65ter10745,p.4;KDZ512,Kraji{nik,T.9066-71.See,also,65ter01258,p.6; 65ter10746;KDZ468;
65ter30836;65ter10745,p.4;KDZ240testimony,Kraji{nik,T.6774,6927-29;KDZ512,Kraji{nik,T.906671.See,also,65ter01258,p.6;65ter10746;KDZ468.
463
65ter30712;65ter30752;65ter30766,p.4;65ter1525;KDZ410testimony,Kraji{nik,T.14253-14254;
65ter30755;KDZ512testimony,Kraji{nik,T.9023-9024.
464
65ter10741;65ter10747;65ter01369.
465
65ter11207;65ter10742;65ter10748;65ter10749;65ter10750;65ter05824.
466
KDZ219testimony,Gali},T.6216;KDZ467testimony,Gali},T.11123-11124;KDZ455
testimony,Gali},T.9919-9920,9922;KDZ234testimony,Gali},T.10165;KDZ185
testimony,Gali},T.10861(closed),10863(closed);KDZ384testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3311;KDZ280
testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1825;KDZ227,65ter10143,0604-9657;KDZ182
testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3815(closed);KDZ470testimony,Kraji{nik,T.4211,SMilo{evi},T.16963;KDZ487
testimony,DMilo{evi},T.324-327; KDZ234,65ter11081,pp.10-11.
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statehood, and preventing any viable independent state of BiH.467 KARAD@I] told the
Assembly on 12 May 1992: “Sarajevo is strategically in the fifth place, but the battle in
Sarajevo and for Sarajevo… is of decisive importance, because it does not allow the
establishment of even the illusion of a state. Alija does not have a state while we have a
part of Sarajevo.”468 KARAD@I] returned to this theme at the 36th Assembly Session,
noting: “Izetbegovi} is talking because he cannot get out of Sarajevo without our
permission.”469 By controlling conditions in Sarajevo – or toying with the “spigot of
terror”, as one UNPROFOR witness described it470 – the Bosnian Serbs aimed to retain
critical leverage in negotiating a peace settlement on their terms.
168.

Long before the actual division and siege of Sarajevo, KARAD@I] foreshadowed

that Sarajevo would be a Bosnian Serb target if it came to war in BiH. On 12 October
1991 KARAD@I], predicting that IZETBEGOVI] was preparing for war, told Gojko
\OGO: “…they have to know that there are 20,000 armed Serbs around Sarajevo, that’s
insane, they will, they will disappear, Sarajevo will be a karakazan /black cauldron/ where
300,000 Muslims will die…”471
169.

International observers consistently noted the manner in which KARAD@I] and

other JCE members modulated the level of terror through shelling and sniping against
civilians, as well as freedom of movement for humanitarian convoys and the flow of
critical utilities, to secure concessions from the BiH Government472 and the international
community, and to prevent NATO and other international intervention in the conflict.473
KARAD@I] and the BSL openly acknowledged that this was the intention behind their
actions.474

The commander of the Sarajevo Romanija Corps, General Dragomir

MILO[EVI], later recalled: “In general, whenever we wanted to attack Sarajevo more

467

KDZ444,65ter08961,pp.19-20;KDZ470testimony,Kraji{nik,T.4211;KDZ487
testimony,SMilo{evi},T.26935; KDZ405,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R065-9860-R065-9912,para.199;
KDZ234; KDZ450;KDZ470 testimony,SMilo{evi},T.16963.
468
65ter00024,p.14.See,also,65ter05543,p.16;65ter01652,0303-1206.
469
65ter00059,p.129..
470
KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.325-326.
471
65ter30335,p.7. See,also,65ter30341,p.2.
472
KDZ487,65ter10673,R110-2355;KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.324-326;KDZ467testimony,
Gali},T.11008-11009(closed),11028-11029;65ter31628;KDZ450;KDZ470
testimony,SMilo{evi},T.16962;KDZ405,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R065-9860-R065-9912,para.199.
473
65ter31627;65ter09256;KDZ405, ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R065-9860-R0659912,para.199;KDZ450;KDZ234,65ter11081,p.16..
474
KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.324;KDZ470testimony,SMilo{evi},T.16962.
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fiercely, some conferences were taking place and therefore the activities of our Army
aimed at Sarajevo were stopped.”475
170.

In a similar vein, KARAD@I] and other JCE members frequently ratcheted up the

campaign of terror in Sarajevo in retaliation for events elsewhere in the theatre including
BiH offensives or the death of Bosnian Serb soldiers or civilians.476 In response to
Bosnian army attacks to break the siege, KARAD@I] threatened action against Sarajevo,
from shelling to a complete take-over.477 In March 1995, for example, MLADI] openly
acknowledged that a recent increase in sniping in Sarajevo was in response to Serb
casualties suffered from BiH military offensives.478
171.

The destruction, fear and deprivations had a palpable effect on Sarajevo’s civilian

population. The city’s residents suffered a mixture of shock, anxiety, fear and desperation.
The constant threat of death made normal life in Sarajevo impossible.479
B. KARAD@I] WAS A KEY MEMBER OF A JCE TO SPREAD TERROR

AMONG THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF SARAJEVO

172.

Throughout the period of the Indictment, KARAD@I] was intimately involved in

planning, ordering and controlling the shelling and sniping campaign directed at the
civilian population. He worked together with various civilian and military leaders with
whom he shared the objective of spreading terror among the civilian population of
Sarajevo.
173.

KARAD@I], and, from 12 May 1992, MLADI], were the two main figures who

planned and directed Bosnian Serb military strategy and operations around Sarajevo.
KARAD@I] led the division and siege of Sarajevo, which placed Bosnian Serb forces in
a position to perpetrate the campaign of terror.480 In May or June 1992, KARAD@I], at a
meeting with KRAJI[NIK, PLAV[I], KOLJEVI] and VRS officers, endorsed
MLADI]’s plan to bombard Sarajevo with all the equipment and arms at the disposal of
475

65ter14678,p.5.
KDZ450;KDZ450,65ter10732,0110-0503; KDZ465;KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.421-427,453455;65ter06855,ZA01-9703;65ter10616,R013-9751;65ter30793;65ter01065,R014-9525;65ter10717,ZA019647;KDZ467 testimony,Gali},T.9831,9834-9837;65ter03918,p.2;KDZ108testimony,Gali},T.9311.
477
65ter06864;65ter01311;65ter10668;65ter10669;65ter01327.
478
65ter10615,R103-9733.
479
KDZ455,Gali}:T.9899;KDZ403,Gali},T:1130;KDZ234;KDZ405,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R0659860-R065-9912,para.51; KDZ412,ICTY witness statement,ERN:0211-5982-0211-6001,p.6.
480
See,also,65ter00150,p.1.
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the SRK, despite being warned by the then SRK commander of the great risk of civilian
casualties.481
174.

Prior to the formation of the VRS, KARAD@I] issued orders to Bosnian Serb

forces around Sarajevo482 and controlled the besieging forces.483 He subsequently issued
orders to MLADI] and other members of the VRS Main Staff on military matters relating
to Sarajevo,484 including MLADI]’s participation in negotiations,485 the shelling of
Sarajevo,486 land access to Sarajevo,487 and the supply of essential services to the city.488
KARADŽI] was briefed by the SRK commanders489 and issued orders to them.490 The
main decisions regarding Sarajevo had to be taken by either MLADI] or KARADŽI].491
175.

KARAD@I] had the ability to make commitments of a military nature and to

control the shelling or sniping. At times KARAD@I] indicated to UN officials that he
had given orders for the shelling and sniping to cease.492 At other times, he made threats
against Sarajevo involving the military.493 When KARADŽI] agreed to cease-fire or
anti-sniping agreements, shelling and sniping did in fact cease.494 One UNPROFOR
observer noted that when there was a genuine desire on the part of the Bosnian Serb
leaders, compliance by Serb forces was remarkable.495

KARADŽI] negotiated

agreements and took precise military decisions on such matters as VRS troop and heavy
weapons deployment and operation.496

481

KDZ088testimony,Kraji{nik:T.15048-15060(closed session).
65ter30714;65ter10738: on 20 April 1992 Branko \ERI] issued an order to all Serbian Defence forces to
cease artillery and heavy weapons fire against Sarajevo by explicit reference to Karad`i}’s
“Platform”(65ter01033) which had been widely distributed (65ter00150,p.2); 65ter01448.
483
KDZ184testimony,DMilo{evi}:T.5256-5257;65ter40150;KDZ184,65ter09981;65ter45324.
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65ter06899;65ter06898;65ter06897;65ter06902;65ter06903;65ter30883;65ter31691.
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65ter30878.
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65ter01072;65ter00114;65ter10703;65ter31627;65ter31626;65ter31625;65ter06892;65ter06893;
65ter06894.
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KDZ175testimony,Gali}:T.98439850;65ter06906;65ter10598;65ter06904;65ter08334;65ter09080;KDZ226,65ter10666,pp.56,66.
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65ter10667,p.72. See,also,65ter31624.
492
65ter10821;65ter10669.
493
KDZ444;65ter06864; 65ter01311;65ter10821; 65ter10669.
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KDZ405testimony,Gali}:T.10201-10206;KDZ234testimony,Gali}:T.10051.
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KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.348.
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KDZ487,65ter10673;KDZ405,ICTYwitness statement, ERN:R014-4291-R014-4309;65ter10670;
65ter45255;65ter10671;65ter01252;65ter01277;65ter01277;65ter10659;65ter10675.
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176.

KARAD@I]’s control over the Sarajevo airport497 and the freedom of movement

for humanitarian convoys and UNPROFOR498 derived directly from his control of
besieging Bosnian Serb forces. KARAD@I] frequently used this control as leverage in
negotiations with UN officials and in an attempt to secure concessions from the Bosnian
government.499 He openly acknowledged his control: on 24 April 1995, for example,
KARADŽI] stated he had closed the airport over the weekend to show the world who
controlled it.500 Likewise KARAD@I] controlled the flow of utilities501 and used this as a
bargaining chip,502 at times openly referring to control of gas, water and electricity as a
means of warfare.503
177.

KARAD@I] and his subordinates received repeated protests and appeals from the

UN and other international representatives throughout the Indictment period regarding the
shelling, sniping and blockade of Sarajevo.504 The UN Security Council issued resolutions
directly addressing the matter.505

The international media, too, repeatedly drew the

world’s attention to Sarajevo.506 Other Bosnian Serb leaders expressed knowledge, and
concern, regarding the situation.507

497

KDZ465;KDZ444,65ter08961,p.10;65ter10677.
KDZ487,65ter10673,R110-2339;65ter10812;65ter10813;65ter10814;65ter01307;65ter08986; 65ter01325;
65ter10628;65ter11781.
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178.

On occasion, KARAD@I] acknowledged his forces’ illegal conduct508 and

admitted that the campaign served no legitimate military purpose.509 In most instances,
however, KARAD@I] defended the siege,510 typically arguing that his forces were
legitimately defending Serbs and Serb municipalities and suburbs,511 or blaming the
Muslims for acts perpetrated by his subordinates.512
1. JNA Participation in the JCE

179.

In early 1992, JNA Second Military District and 4th Corps officials, and their

subordinates, ensured the arming513 and mobilisation514 of the Serb population in and
around the Sarajevo area, and aided in the deployment of weapons in strategic positions.515
2. Crisis Staffs/MUP/TO Participation in the JCE

180.

During the early stages of the conflict (April and early May 1992) Bosnian Serb

Crisis Staffs, MUP and TO forces participated in the initial take-overs and shelling of
urban Sarajevo.516
3. SRK Participation in the JCE

181.

The SRK was formed in May 1992517 from what remained of the Sarajevo-based

JNA 4th Corps.518 The Bosnian Serb TO and other Serb troops operating around Sarajevo
were subsumed within the SRK command structure.519 The SRK, under the overall
military control of MLADI],520 had three successive Corps commanders over the course
of the conflict: Tomislav [IPČI] (19 May–10 September 1992), Stanislav GALI] (10
September 1992–10 August 1994) and Dragomir MILO[EVI] (from 10 August 1994).

508

65ter10786; KDZ234,65ter11081,p.11.
65ter10785,p.2;KDZ405.
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See,e.g.,65ter5824;65ter40182.
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182.

The principal task of the SRK from May 1992 to November 1995 was to maintain

the blockade and conduct the campaign of shelling and sniping against Sarajevo.521
MLADI] issued orders to the SRK that furthered the implementation of the terror
campaign. On 28 and 29 May 1992, for example, MLADI] ordered the shelling of the
city.522 On 6 June 1992, MLADI] directed the SRK to cut Sarajevo along the Ne|ariciStup-Rajlovac axis.523

Every major VRS directive subsequently issued either by

MLADI] or KARAD@I] contained specific orders for the division and continuation of
the blockade of Sarajevo and the tightening of the siege of the city.524 This same strategy
was reflected in SRK combat orders over the course of the conflict.525
183.

The Corps Commanders implemented the directives of their political and military

leadership.526 They in turn enjoyed firm control over SRK personnel and operations;
international observers consistently described the SRK as a disciplined and coordinated
force.527 GALI], in a report on the combat readiness of the SRK in June 1994, noted that
his Corps had executed all of the tasks set forth in VRS Directives 1 through 6 over the
previous twenty-seven months and described “the unwavering blockade” of the Muslim
part of Sarajevo as a “success”.528
184.

Furthermore, the use of modified air-bombs in 1995 illustrates the SRK’s

implementation of directives from its commanding levels. The procurement, deployment
and use of these inherently inaccurate and deadly weapons occurred at the express
direction of the SRK Commander on approval of the VRS Main Staff. 529
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65ter01600,p.5;65ter01639,p.6;65ter10695,0190-1803;65ter09475,0090-2047,0090-2049;65ter08450,p.1;
65ter07556,0081-7131-0081-7132;65ter03993,0089-8421;KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.325;
65ter09112,p.2;65ter01170;65ter01600.
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4. Paramilitary Participation in the JCE

185.

From May 1992, Serb paramilitaries participated in VRS operations in the

Sarajevo area, some subordinated to the SRK.530 Several paramilitary units operated in
and from Ilid`a,531 where they were welcomed by, and coordinated with, SDS officials.532
SRS volunteer units operated in Ilija{533 and in the area of Vogo{}a.534 Additionally, from
Spring 1992, SRS volunteers led by Vojvoda Slavko ALEK[I],535 participated in the
shelling and sniping from the Jewish cemetery above Grbavica;536 they too were
subordinated to the SRK and participated in SRK-led military operations at various times
during the war.537
5. VJ Participation in the JCE

186.

In 1993, VJ Special Forces units subordinated to and reinforcing the SRK, took

part in operations in the Sarajevo area aimed at taking control of features to the north and
south of the city and ensuring its continued division.538
C. CRIMES COMMITTED IN THE EXECUTION OF THE JCE TO

TERRORISE THE CIVILIAN POPULATION

187.

Bosnian Serb forces first attacked Sarajevo in early April 1992, shelling the city

from positions already entrenched in the surrounding hills.539 The confrontation lines
around Sarajevo remained largely static for the duration of the conflict.540 From these
positions, and from high-rise buildings around the city, the objects of attack lay clearly in
the Bosnian Serbs’ sights,541 reinforcing the military superiority they already enjoyed in
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terms of both weaponry and ammunition.542 At the 12 May 1992 Assembly, KARAD@I]
assured his audience: “We hold all our areas, all the municipalities…around Sarajevo, and
we hold our enemies…in complete encirclement, so that they cannot receive military
assistance, either in manpower or in weapons.”543 Around mid-May 1992, Bosnian Serb
forces intensified the bombardment of the city.544
188.

From early April 1992 until the end of the conflict, Bosnian Serb forces inflicted a

centrally coordinated545 campaign of shelling and sniping on the civilian population of
Sarajevo that included attacks directed at civilians,546 indiscriminate attacks547 and attacks
that were disproportionate in relation to any military advantage anticipated.548
189.

International observers described periods of incessant shelling and noted the

extraordinary volume of projectiles launched on Sarajevo such as the 5,000 to 10,000
shells fired in a single bombardment in May 1992,549 and numbers in excess of 2500 shells
hitting the city per day at times the following year.550
190.

By at least 1995 the SRK had added the inherently inaccurate551 modified air-bomb

to its arsenal. Loaded with massive explosives, and unable to be precisely guided against
any military target, the purpose of these weapons was to further terrorize the civilian
population.552 UNPROFOR officials described them as “weapons of terror.553 Besides
542

KDZ185,65ter10684,p.10;KDZ222testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3562;KDZ465,ICTYwitness
statement,ERN:R065-8766-R065-8802,paras.47-50;KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3324.
543
65ter00024,p.12.See,also,Trifko RADI],pp.19-20;Ratko MLADI],pp.40-42;65ter30739,p.5.
544
KDZ465testimony,Kraji{nik,T.13054-13056;KDZ465.See also 65ter10792,pp.2-3,714;65ter30753;65ter30759.
545
KDZ185testimony,Gali},T.10860-10861;KDZ405testimony,Gali},T.10203;KDZ108
testimony,Galic,T.9328-9329,9476;KDZ384testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3320-3321;KDZ182
testimony,DMilo{evi},T.3816-3817;KDZ467,65ter10793,pp.10-11;KDZ467testimony,Gali},T.9797,9807;
KDZ450,65ter10732,0110-0499;KDZ405.
546
KDZ280testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.1786-1796;KDZ184testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.5238-5239;
KDZ403testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.1068-1071; KDZ250testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.4287;
KDZ412testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.2134-2137,2211; KDZ175testimony,D.Milo{evi},T.9862-9863,1020010210.
547
KDZ185,65ter10684,p.11;KDZ185testimony,Gali},T.10941;KDZ465;KDZ405testimony,Gali},T.10192;
KDZ467testimony,Gali},T.11033,11008-11009,11011-11012,1102811029;KDZ108testimony,Gali},T.9393-9394;KDZ455testimony,Gali},T.9899-9900,9919-9920;KDZ487
testimony,DMilo{evi},T.324-325,330-331,421-426, 453;KDZ412,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R109-6334R109-6353,p.7;KDZ405; KDZ234.
548
KDZ465;KDZ280testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1804-1805;KDZ429 testimony,DMilo{evi},T.4793;KDZ405.
549
KDZ465.
550
KDZ487testimony,SMilo{evi},T.26937.See also KDZ234;KDZ412,ICTYwitness statement,ERN:R1096334-R109-6353,p.7;KDZ470testimony,SMilo{evi},T.16962-16963.
551
KDZ280testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1825-1827;KDZ413,DMilo{evi},T.19911992;KDZ227,65ter10143,paras.21-23;65ter03918,p.2.
552
KDZ280testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1825-1827;KDZ184 testimony,DMilo{evi},T.5262.
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65ter03493,p.4.
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being “very destructive”, they had a psychological purpose and were used “to send
shudders” through everyone in the city.554 By late May 1995 the security situation within
the city significantly deteriorated,555 coming to resemble the first days of the conflict in
1992.556 When VRS forces ignored a UN ultimatum to stop firing heavy weapons on the
city, NATO airstrikes were called in. VRS forces responded by shelling all safe areas,
including Sarajevo.557
191.

During the siege of Sarajevo, all elements of the civilian population and all aspects

of civilian life were attacked by the campaign of shelling and sniping. Women, children,
the elderly and civilian men – clearly engaged in non-military activity – were wounded
and killed by Bosnian Serb forces.558 Trams, ambulances,559 water distribution lines and
open air-markets560 – even funerals561 – were targeted by sniping and shelling such that
basic aspects of life became fraught with danger.562 Civilians used covered routes to avoid
sniper-fire in areas of the city most exposed to sniping, but even these areas were rendered
unsafe by artillery attacks.563 One international official commented on his shock on
arriving in Sarajevo in 1993. It appeared by the level of widespread devastation as though
Serb forces had attempted to systematically destroy the city’s structures.564
192.

The Bosnian Serb authorities additionally deprived the civilian population of

utilities such as gas, electricity and running water for large periods of time, and frequently
prevented the provision of humanitarian assistance.565 These deprivations in turn made it
difficult to provide medical care, including to victims of sniping and shelling.566

554

KDZ280testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1827.
65ter10003,pp.12-13..
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KDZ184,DMilo{evi} ,T.5240..
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65ter10003,pp.13-14.
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See KDZ157testimony,DMilo{evi},T.638-639;KDZ184testimony,DMilo{evi},T.5279; KDZ403
testimony,Gali},T.1074;KDZ403testimony,DMilo{evi},T.1001-1002;KDZ272testimony,DMilo{evi},T.571572.
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KDZ130testimony,Gali},T.1686;PAF54.
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See KDZ487testimony, SMilo{evi},T.26942;KDZ487testimony,DMilo{evi},T. 345;KDZ180testimony,
DMilo{evi},T.4703;65ter09817;KDZ405;65ter09817,pp.1,3.
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IV. SREBRENICA
193.

During the existence of the overarching JCE, KARADŽI] participated in a related

JCE to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica.567 From 1992, the Bosnian Serb
political and military leadership was committed to the permanent removal of the Bosnian
Muslim population from the region in and around Srebrenica. On 6 July 1995, Bosnian
Serb forces under KARADŽI]’s overall command mounted an offensive against the
Srebrenica enclave as part of its general commitment to a “clean” Drina River Valley. In
the succeeding days, the JCE to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica by killing
the men and boys of Srebrenica and forcibly removing the women, young children and
some elderly men from Srebrenica commenced.

Within days, over 20,000 Bosnian

Muslim refugees were forcibly transferred from the enclave to ABiH-held territory and
over 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys were executed. The executed victims were
buried, and subsequently thousands were exhumed and reburied in an effort to conceal the
crimes.
194.

Although the common criminal purpose of this JCE was related to that of the

overarching JCE, it was a more focused and specific objective, namely, the elimination of
Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica through, primarily, forcible transfer and mass organised
executions. The implementation of the objective of this JCE involved the crimes of
genocide, persecution, extermination, murder, deportation and inhumane acts (forcible
transfer) as charged in Counts 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
195.

In addition, and alleged in the alternative, the crimes of deportation and inhumane

acts (forcible transfer) carried out in relation to the Srebrenica enclave formed part of the
common criminal purpose of the overarching JCE. As noted above, at the time these
crimes were carried out, KARADŽI] and others had, for several years, shared – and been
implementing – the objective of permanently removing non-Serbs from the Drina River
Valley area. Further (and also alleged in the alternative) it was foreseeable that, in
implementing this overarching JCE in the Srebrenica area, one or more members of the
overarching JCE and/or persons used by any such member might carry out the crimes of
genocide, persecution, extermination, and/or murder as charged in Counts 2 through 6. In

567

The town of Srebrenica is in eastern BiH, approximately 15km from the Drina River, along which runs
the interstate border between BiH and the FRY. The area around Srebrenica was known as the “Bira~”
region, “Podrinje” and the “Drina River Valley.”
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addition to the fact that the pattern of take-overs of non-Serb areas by Bosnian Serb forces
had amply demonstrated that crimes such as murder, extermination, persecution and
genocide were foreseeable consequences of such attacks, by early 1995, the determination
among the Bosnian Serb political and military leadership to finally solve what was
considered to be an untenable situation in Srebrenica had reached a climax. Earlier
Bosnian Serb efforts to take over the Srebrenica enclave had been hampered by the
international community through the Security Council resolution declaring the enclave a
“safe area”. Although this was supposed to result in the demilitarization of the enclave,
Bosnian Muslim forces used Srebrenica as a base to launch raids on Serb villages. In
addition, Srebrenica was one of the last remaining Muslim enclaves in the RS, and
therefore one of the final obstacles to an essentially ethnically-clean Serb entity.
KARAD@I] was aware that the crimes of genocide, persecution, extermination, and
murder were possible consequences of the implementation of the overarching JCE in the
Srebrenica area, and willingly took that risk.
A. The common plan to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica

196.

As noted above, as early as 1992, the Bosnian Serb authorities had taken steps

aimed at permanently removing the Bosnian Muslim population from the area in and
around Srebrenica. As outlined below, the events that followed laid the foundation for the
common plan to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica.
197.

As discussed above, by the beginning of April 1992, KARADŽI] and the BSL

had begun to implement the policy to remove the Bosnian Muslim population from the
Drina Valley region.568 By late 1992, with the exception of a few isolated enclaves, the
Bosnian Muslim presence in this area had been largely eradicated.569
198.

On 19 November 1992, MLADI] issued Operational Directive 4570 which, inter

alia, ordered the Drina Corps to:
[I]nflict the heaviest possible losses on [the enemy], and force him to
leave the Bira~, @epa and Gora`de areas together with the Bosnian

568

See Confidential Attachment to this brief on the take-overs of Zvornik and Bijelina;
65ter01781,pp.152,160-164.
569
65ter01781,pp.152,160-164.
570
65ter01639. Although KARAD@I] did not sign Directive 4, he approved it as he approved Directives 1
through 7. See,65ter00093,p.84.
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Muslim population. First offer the able-bodied and armed men to
surrender, and if they refuse, destroy them.571
199.

Days after the issuance of Directive 4, on 23 November 1992, KARAD@I]

chaired a military and political seminar in Zvornik which was attended by representatives
of the VRS Main Staff, core Drina Corps Command officers, Drina Corps brigade
commanders, and the presidents of the municipalities in the Drina Corps zone of
responsibility.572 The following day, on 24 November 1992, the commander of the Drina
Corp issued an order pursuant to Directive 4, which ordered Drina Corps units to:
Launch an attack using the main body of troops and major equipment to
inflict on the enemy the highest possible losses, exhaust them, break
them up or force them to surrender, and force the Muslim local
population to abandon the area of Cerska, @epa, Srebrenica and
Gora`de.573
200.

In the spring of 1993, Bosnian Serb military operations conducted in accordance

with Directive 4 forced the Bosnian Muslim population of Cerska, Konjevi} Polje,
Kamenica, and the surrounding areas into the town of Srebrenica and its surrounding
villages.574

By March 1993, the number of residents and refugees in Srebrenica

municipality had swelled from 37,000 to roughly 50,000 to 60,000.575
201.

Overcrowding, deprivation of basic food and necessities and attacks by the VRS on

the Bosnian Muslim population produced dire living conditions in the Srebrenica area. In
April 1993, in response to the situation, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 819,
which declared the enclave a “safe area”.576 Resolution 819 was designed to create a
demilitarised area for Srebrenica town and the surrounding villages and hamlets.577
Shortly thereafter, lightly armed UNPROFOR troops arrived in Srebrenica.578
202.

The enclave, however, was never completely demilitarised, with the ABiH

regularly leading raids on Bosnian Serb villages surrounding the enclave.579

571

65ter01639,0190-0428.
65ter00176;65ter10881;65ter06399;65ter07231.
573
65ter03979.
574
65ter02365; 65ter14333;65ter09219;65ter09364;65ter04315;65ter14316;65ter11220;65ter03639;
65ter14313; 65ter14350;65ter08977;65ter08970;65ter14376;65ter14381;65ter09006;KDZ575;
KDZ558;KDZ064.
575
65ter02365,para.33;65ter02365,para.37.
576
65ter01216,para.1.
577
65ter01216,para.1.
578
KDZ284testimony,Popovi},T.2259-2270; KDZ360testimony,Popovi},T.5235-5236.
579
See,65ter02278.
572
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203.

On 8 March 1995, in furtherance of the effort to complete the removal of Muslims

from the Drina River Valley, KARADŽI] issued Directive 7.580

In this Directive,

KARADŽI] directed the VRS (specifically the Drina Corps) that:
[i]n the direction of the Srebrenica and @epa enclaves complete physical
separation of Srebrenica from @epa should be carried out as soon as
possible, preventing even communication between individuals in the two
enclaves. By planned and well-thought-out combat operations create an
unbearable situation of total insecurity with no hope of further survival
or life for the inhabitants of Srebrenica and @epa.581
204.

Accordingly, between March and July 1995, the VRS and RS civilian organs

restricted humanitarian aid and relief supplies to the Bosnian Muslim inhabitants of
Srebrenica and @epa as part of the organised effort to make life impossible for and to
remove the Bosnian Muslims.582 The VRS also shelled and sniped civilian targets in the
Srebrenica and @epa enclaves.583 Furthermore, following the express orders in Directive
7,584 the VRS and competent civilian organs deliberately restricted the delivery of
supplies, materials and men to the UNPROFOR units in the Srebrenica enclave, thereby
limiting UNPROFOR’s ability to function effectively.585
205.

On 3 June 1995, VRS forces attacked a UN observation post as a prelude to the

forthcoming attack.586 Thereafter, KARADŽI] personally met with General KRSTI]
and others to discuss the development of a plan to attack the Srebrenica enclave,587 and on
2 July 1995, the Drina Corps issued “Krivaja 95,” an operational order for an attack on the
Srebrenica enclave in order to, inter alia, reduce the enclave to its urban area.588 The
purpose of reducing the enclave to its urban area was to force the Bosnian Muslim
population into the small town of Srebrenica, thereby triggering a humanitarian crisis and
ultimately forcing the population’s departure.589

580

65ter01879.
65ter01879,0081-7130.
582
KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2445-2446; KDZ360testimony,Popovi},T.4807.
583
KDZ229testimony, Popovi},T.1895-1896; KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2440-2444;65ter03922.
584
See,65ter01879,0081-7134.
585
KDZ284testimony,Popovi},T.2260-2263;KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2447-2450;KDZ117testimony,
Popovi},T.3033-3035; KDZ360testimony,Popovi},T.4808;65ter03904.
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65ter02095;KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2452.
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KDZ287testimony,Popovi},T.21727.
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65ter01977,0088-3595;65ter01375.
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206.

On 6 July 1995, units of the VRS Drina Corps attacked the Srebrenica enclave.590

The attack included the shelling of civilians and civilian targets in the enclave.591 On 9
July 1995, KARADŽI] agreed to expand the operation to include the take-over of the
entire Srebrenica enclave; on 11 July 1995, Srebrenica fell to the Bosnian Serb forces.592
207.

In the days following the 6 July 1995 attack on the enclave, a common plan to

eliminate the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica shared by KARADŽI], MLADI] and other
members of the JCE was formed.
208.

On 10 July 1995 Serb forces intensively shelled the urban area of Srebrenica.593

Shelling continued on the morning of 11 July 1995, although by this time the ABiH forces
had left Srebrenica.594
209.

As thousands of Bosnian Muslim civilians fled the shelling of Srebrenica on 11

July 1995, the VRS attempted to force them to the main UN base at Poto~ari. A large
column of women, children, elderly, and some men walked the four kilometres from
Srebrenica to Poto~ari. The VRS fired shells at or near the fleeing civilians.595 Later that
same day, MLADI] and other VRS officers took a victory walk through the empty streets
of Srebrenica town.596 At this time, MLADI] stated on television that “…the moment has
finally come for us to take revenge on the Turks here.”597 By the evening of 11 July 1995,
approximately 20,000 to 25,000 Bosnian Muslim refugees were gathered in Poto~ari.598
210.

On 11 and 12 July 1995, MLADI] conducted three meetings with other VRS

officers and UNPROFOR leaders at the Hotel Fontana in Bratunac. Representatives of the
Bosnian Muslim refugee community at Poto~ari were present at the second and third
meetings. During the second meeting, MLADI] intimidated and threatened the Bosnian
Muslims, and stated that he would provide the vehicles to transport the Srebrenica
refugees out of Poto~ari. He demanded that all ABiH troops within the area of the former
enclave surrender and threatened that, if this did not happen, the survival of the Bosnian
Muslim population would be in danger.

MLADI] again threatened the Muslim

590

65ter02329.
65ter02329; 65ter02334.
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65ter01903.
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KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2473.
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KDZ284testimony,Popovi},T.2267-2272;KDZ207 testimony,Popovi},T.2477-2481.
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representative, demanding a clear position on whether the Bosnian Muslims wanted to
“survive … stay or vanish.”599 At the third meeting on 12 July 1995, MLADI] informed
the group that he would supervise the “evacuation” of refugees and demanded to screen all
Bosnian Muslim men between the ages of 16 and 60 as possible war criminals.600
211.

On 12 July 1995, KARADŽI] appeared on Bosnian Serb television touting the

success of the Bosnian Serb forces in Srebrenica and contrasting the treatment of the
civilians in Srebrenica to that of the Serbs in Western Slavonia.601
212.

Following the fall of Srebrenica on 11 July 1995, KARAD@I] and MLADI],

working with other military and civilian officials, directed the forcible transfer of the
Muslim population out of the enclave and the mass executions of over 7,000 men and
boys. As described below, these crimes were well-organised and highly co-ordinated by
the Bosnian Serb authorities, as was necessitated by the sheer scale of the crimes carried
out over just a few days. The forcible transfer of the Muslim population out of the enclave
required dozens of vehicles and thousands of litres of scarce fuel,602 while the executions
and burials required substantial human and material resources.603
213.

KARADŽI] and those who worked with him in pursuit of their shared objective

to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica knew that separating the men from their
families, murdering them, and expelling their families from Srebrenica would have a
catastrophic and lasting impact on the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica. In a patriarchal
society, such as the Muslim community of Srebrenica, the execution of the majority of
men made it almost impossible for the Bosnian Muslim women who survived to
successfully re-establish their lives.604
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B. KARADŽI] was a key member of the JCE to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in

Srebrenica

214.

KARADŽI] played a central role in the JCE to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims in

Srebrenica. As President of the RS and Supreme Commander of the VRS, he commanded
and acted in concert with MLADI]. Despite some tensions between KARADŽI] and
MLADI], the two shared the JCE’s objective and worked together, when pursuing that
objective, in accordance with the military chain of command.605 MLADI] carried out
KARADŽI]’s orders and directed the operation of subordinate units through the VRS
Main Staff.
215.

KARADŽI]’s involvement in and supervision of events in Srebrenica before,

during and after its fall demonstrate that he either directed or approved the expulsion of
the population and the execution of the men and boys. As described in more detail below,
throughout the Srebrenica military operation and continuing after the fall of the enclave,
KARADŽI] regularly communicated and met with civilian, military and police members
of the JCE,606 kept abreast of all relevant developments607 and directed activities as
Supreme Commander.608
216.

On 8 or 9 July 1995, KARADŽI] met with Miroslav DERONJI], President of the

Bratunac SDS Municipal Board. They discussed the possibility of the VRS taking over
the Srebrenica enclave. KARADŽI] stated that, in such event, the fleeing population
should be dealt with in accordance with the “Principle of Western Slavonia” indicating
that those fleeing the enclave should be attacked, just as Croatian forces had attacked
Serbs fleeing Western Slavonia.609
217.

On 9 July 1995, General TOLIMIR indicated to the Main Staff and the Drina

Corps that KARADŽI] was informed of the operations in Srebrenica and “agreed with
the continuation of the operations for the take-over of Srebrenica.”610

605

See,65ter06972 at,R107-5396-R107-5397;KDZ203;65ter12008;65ter10892;65ter30923;KDZ540 Witness
Statement,ERN:V000-8133-V000-8134 (audio only);KDZ550 ICTY Witness Statement,ERN:T001-1909T001-1911 (audio only).
606
See,65ter04754.
607
See e.g. KDZ540 Witness Statement, ERN:V000-8133-V000-8134 (audio only);KDZ550 ICTY Witness
Statement, ERN:T001-1909-T001-1911 (audio only).
608
See e.g. KDZ287;65ter30986.
609
KDZ297testimony,Krsti}AppealsHearing,T.105-113.
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218.

On 11 July 1995, General GVERO contacted KARADŽI] and informed him that

“everything is going according to plan.”611

Twenty minutes later, GVERO again

contacted KARADŽI] to report that the Serbian flag was flying above the Serbian church
in Srebrenica.612
219.

On 11 July 1995, KARADŽI] appointed DERONJI] “Civilian Commissioner” of

Srebrenica613 and ordered Chief of the Zvornik CJB Dragomir VASI] to create a police
station in Srebrenica.614 KARADŽI]’s comments during a Serb television interview the
following day further demonstrate his knowledge of, and authority over, the ongoing
events as Supreme Commander.615
220.

At 2010 hours on 13 July 1995, DERONJI] contacted KARADŽI] regarding the

prisoners held in Bratunac.616 KARADŽI] stated (through an intermediary) that “[a]ll
the goods must be placed inside the warehouses before twelve tomorrow” and DERONJI]
was told “not in the warehouses /over there?/, but somewhere else.”617 At this time, the
forcible transfer was ongoing and the executions had already commenced with the killing
of over 1,000 Bosnian men and boys in Kravica warehouse, located in Kravica village,
Bratunac municipality, on the afternoon of 13 July. That evening, members of the VRS
ordered Zvornik Brigade Military Police to the school in Orahovac to guard the prisoners
who would be arriving.618 On the morning of 14 July, members of the VRS and MUP
transported the vast majority of prisoners detained in and around Bratunac in a huge
convoy to the Zvornik area.619
221.

On the afternoon of 13 July, MLADI] called KARAD@I] to report that

Srebrenica was finished.620 This telephone call occurred around the time that the forced
transportation of the Muslim population out of Srebrenica was completed.621
KARAD@I] and MLADI] then discussed the @epa campaign as the next step. During
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this telephone call, which lasted over an hour, KARAD@I] and MLADI] also discussed
the promotion of a commander who, by the description, was General KRSTI].622 Later
that evening, pursuant to a decree by KARADŽI] and in the presence of MLADI],
General KRSTI] assumed command of the VRS Drina Corps from General
@IVANOVI].623 The next day KARADŽI] issued the official decree appointing General
KRSTI] VRS Drina Corps Commander.624
222.

On 14 July 1995, KARADŽI] met with DERONJI], who told KARAD@I] of a

meeting involving Colonel Ljubi{a BEARA, Chief of the Main Staff Security
Administration, and VASI], during which BEARA stated that the order to murder the
Muslim men and boys was issued from above.625 KARADŽI] expressed his frustration
only over BEARA’s indiscreet remark.626
223.

That same day, KARADŽI] met with American Bob DJURDJEVI] and told him,

following the phone call with a military commander in the area of Nova Kasaba, that the
fighting with the Muslim column was ongoing.627 While meeting with DJURDJEVI],
KARADŽI] also stated that the attacks on Srebrenica and @epa were based on his “order
number 7,” a reference to Operational Directive 7.628
224.

KARADŽI] continued to be kept informed of the events on the ground by VRS

and MUP personnel, as evidenced by a 16 July 1995 intercept in which the Main Staff
Duty Officer reported to MLADI] that KARADŽI] had moments earlier called the Duty
Officer and informed him that PANDUREVI] had arranged for the Muslims to pass over
his territory.629
225.

In the days and months following the completion of the forcible transfers and

murders and in the midst of international concern and media reports regarding the
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KDZ550 ICTY Witness Statement, ERN: T001-1909-T001-1911 (audio only). The commander was
described as missing one leg. General KRSTI] is a one-legged man.
623
65ter01986.
624
65ter01892;see,also AppendixD(charts).
625
KDZ297testimony,Krsti}AppealsHearing,T.123-125.
626
KDZ297testimony,Krsti}AppealsHearing,T.123-125.
627
65ter06972,atR107-5395.
628
65ter06972,atR107-5398. See,also,65ter04754,0638-5421.
629
65ter31150A.
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whereabouts of the Muslims of Srebrenica,630 KARADŽI] publicly praised the take-over
of Srebrenica631 and stated that he personally supervised and directed the operation.632
1. Civilian Authorities Participating in the JCE

226.

Other republic level members of RS Political Governmental Organs and other

regional, municipal and local level members of RS Political and Governmental Organs
with responsibility in or for the Srebrenica, Vlasenica, Bratunac, and/or Zvornik
municipalities (such as DERONJI], whose role is discussed above) were also members of
the JCE or were used by JCE members to implement the common objective.
2. Military Authorities Participating in the JCE

227.

In addition to KARADŽI], General MLADI] participated in the JCE as one of its

key members. The following key military personnel (some of whom are mentioned above
and below) were either JCE members or were used by JCE members to implement the
common objective: Major-General Zdravko TOLIMIR; Major-General Radivoje
MILETI]; Lieutenant-Colonel General Milan GVERO; Colonel Ljubi{a BEARA; Colonel
Petar SALAPURA; Colonel Radoslav JANKOVI]; Lieutenant Colonel Dragomir
KESEROVI]; Colonel Ne|o TRKULJA; Lieutenant-Colonel Vujadin POPOVI]; MajorGeneral Radislav KRSTI]; Lieutenant Colonel Vinko PANDUREVI]; Colonel Vidoje
BLAGOJEVI]; Major Dragan OBRENOVI]; Major Dragan JOKI]; Captain Momir
NIKOLI]; 2nd Lieutenant Drago NIKOLI]; and Captain Milorad TRBI].

Other

commanders, assistant commanders, senior officers, and chiefs of the VRS operating in or
with responsibility over territory within the Drina Corps AOR and/or Trnovo municipality
also participated in the JCE as either members or tools.633
3. MUP Authorities Participating in the JCE

228.

MUP authorities who participated in the JCE as either members or tools were

commanders, assistant commanders, senior officers, and chiefs of the MUP operating in or
with responsibility over territory within the Drina Corps AOR and/or Trnovo municipality,

630

65ter02308.
65ter40219;65ter02606;65ter00009;65ter00093,p.86.
632
65ter00093,p.86.
633
See Schedule E;AppendixD(charts).
631
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including Tomislav KOVAČ and Ljubi{a BOROVČANIN, as well as members of the
Scorpions, a MUP unit associated with Serbia.634
C. Crimes committed in the execution of the JCE to eliminate the Bosnian Muslims

of Srebrenica

229.

The JCE objective was implemented between 11 July 1995 and 1 November 1995

through the forcible transfer of over 20,000 Bosnian Muslim refugees from the enclave
and the killing of over 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys. The organised mass killings
were completed by the end of July 1995. However, “sweeps” by the VRS and MUP for
remaining Muslims continued in the region through October 1995635
230.

Members of the VRS and MUP terrorised, through murder, beating, and other acts

of physical cruelty, the Bosnian Muslims who sought refuge at the UN base in Poto~ari.636
231.

On 12 July 1995, the Ministry of Defence, the VRS, and civilian authorities

mobilised buses and trucks for the forcible transfer of the Bosnian Muslim population out
of the enclave,637 and in the early afternoon of 12 July, approximately 50 to 60 buses and
trucks arrived in Poto~ari.638
232.

As the Bosnian Muslim men and boys attempted to board the buses, members of

the Bratunac Brigade and MUP separated Bosnian Muslim men and boys from the women
and children boarding the buses.639 They also searched the bus compound for men and
boys to separate.640 The VRS and MUP forces took the separated men and boys to a
building known as the “White House,” forced the men and boys to leave their belongings,

634

KDZ493;KDZ521
Witness Statement,ERN:0465-4751-0465-4758, at 0465-4753-0465-4754;seeAppendixD(chart).
635
65ter02076;65ter02134; 65ter15242,p11.
636
KDZ070testimony,Popovi}.T.3408-3409; KDZ167testimony,Popovi},T.1174-1178.
637
65ter01886;65ter01887; 65ter01888; 65ter01889; 65ter01890; 65ter01891.
638
KDZ070testimony,Popovi},T.3408-09;65ter02520.
639
KDZ070testimony,Popovi},T.3408-3409;KDZ229testimony,Popovi},T.2014-2016;KDZ207testimony,
Popovi},T.2496. See also KDZ178testimony,Krsti},T.1966.
640
KDZ070testimony,Popovi},T.3407-3408,T.3459-3461.
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including identification documents, outside on the ground,641 and subsequently beat and
abused them.642
233.

The separation of men and boys from their families, which continued until 2000

hours on 12 July and then resumed again the following morning,643 was marked by fear,
force and distress.644 The men who were separated were mainly between 17 and 60 years
of age,645 though boys as young as 14 years old were taken away.646
234.

Throughout the rest of 12 July and into 13 July, as the men and boys remained

detained in the White House, thousands of Bosnian women and young children and some
elderly men were loaded onto the buses and trucks and transported by the Bosnian Serb
forces to the confrontation line near Kladanj, where they were released and left to walk
roughly five kilometres to ABiH-held territory.647
235.

On 13 July, members of the VRS and MUP transported the separated men and

boys in Poto~ari to temporary detention sites in Bratunac, ten kilometres north of
Srebrenica, to await transfer to various execution sites.648
236.

On 13 July, the soldiers of the 28th Division of the ABiH who, along with large

numbers of civilians, had tried to escape to BiH territory through the forest, were met by
RS MUP forces who had been deployed along the Bratunac-Konjevi} Polje road in order
to intercept them. Thousands of Bosnian Muslims from the column were captured by, or
surrendered to, the Bosnian Serb forces.649
237.

Later that afternoon, members of the VRS and MUP took over 1,000 of the

captured men from Sandi}i to the Kravica Warehouse and executed them.650
executed others at Jadar River, Sandi}i and the Luke School near Ti{}a.

They

651

641

KDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2497;KDZ284testimony,Popovi},T.2302-2304;65ter40010.See,also
KDZ178testimony,Krsti},T.1966,1973-1974.
642
65ter02722;KDZ178testimony,Krsti},T.1966.See,alsoKDZ207testimony,Popovi},T.2496-2500;
KDZ229testimony,Popovi},T.2008-2016;KDZ360testimony,Popovi},T.4801-4802;KDZ284
testimony,Popovi},T.2302-2304.
643
KDZ284testimony,Popovi},T.2295-2296,T.2300-2301.
644
KDZ178testimony,Krsti},T.1966-1967.
645
KDZ229testimony,Popovi},T.2010,2012;KDZ343testimony,Popovi},T.19251-19254.
646
KDZ343testimony,Popovi},T.19254-19255.
647
KDZ284testimony, Popovi},T. 2285-2287, 2293, 2295-2297.
648
KDZ167testimony, Popovi},T.1179-1180.
649
KDZ071testimony,Popovi},T.7082-7086;65ter02109;KDZ140testimony,Popovi}T.885-890,898,907908;KDZ333 testimony,Krsti},T.3017-3029.
650
See Schedule E.
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238.

The same day, members of the VRS and MUP took the remaining thousands of

Bosnian Muslim prisoners captured on 13 July near Nova Kasaba, Konjevi} Polje and
Sandi}i to Bratunac.652 They detained these captured prisoners in buses, trucks, the Vuk
Karad`i} School and buildings surrounding the Vuk Karad`i} School, together with the
Bosnian Muslim men and boys who had been separated in Poto~ari and brought to
Bratunac.653
239.

On the evening of 13 July 1995, members of the VRS and MUP began to transport

these men to the Zvornik area, approximately 40 km to the north of Bratunac, for mass
execution.654 As noted above, on the evening of 13 July, KARADŽI] and DERONJI]
discussed moving the Bosnian Muslim prisoners out of Bratunac. That evening, members
of the VRS ordered Zvornik Brigade Military Police to the school in Orahovac to guard
the prisoners who would be arriving.655 On the morning of 14 July, members of the VRS
and MUP transported the vast majority of the remaining prisoners from Bratunac in a huge
convoy to detention sites in the Zvornik area.656
240.

Beginning on 12 July 1995, VRS and MUP forces executed more than 7,000

Bosnian Muslim men and boys who were separated from their families in Poto~ari or
captured from the column of Bosnian Muslim men retreating from Srebrenica. Colonel
BEARA was tasked with the organisation of these large-scale and systematic
executions.657
241.

In addition to the 13 July executions discussed above, members of the VRS and

MUP executed hundreds of Bosnian Muslim men and boys on or around 14 July 1995 at
Orahovac (near La`ete), the Petkovci School and the Petkovci Dam.658 On 15 July 1995,
VRS and MUP forces executed the men and boys at the Ro~evi} School, Kozluk and the
Kula School near Pilica.659 On 16 July 1995, VRS and MUP forces participated in mass

651

See Schedule E.
65ter02109;KDZ140 testimony,Popovi}T.885-890,898,907-908;KDZ333testimony,Krsti},T.3017-3029.
653
KDZ064testimony,Popovi},T.663;KDZ039testimony,Popovi},T.17309,17315-17316,17325;KDZ070
testimony,Popovi}, T.3409.
654
65ter02520,R108-7745-R108-7746.
655
See,e.g.,KDZ276testimony,Popovi},T.100329;KDZ187testimony,Popovi},T.11024;KDZ486;KDZ187testi
mony,Popovi},T.10743;KDZ407testimony,Popovi},T.6641.
656
KDZ064testimony,Popovi},T.674-679.
657
KDZ229testimony,Krsti}Appeals Hearing,T.123-125.
658
See Schedule E.
659
See Schedule E.
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executions at Branjevo Farm and Pilica Cultural Centre,660 and at some point between 13
and 17 July 1995, VRS and/or MUP forces participated in an execution in Cerska
Valley.661 Until August 1995, VRS and MUP forces and the Scorpions participated in
additional, though more sporadic, organised killings, in locations including Snagovo;
Trnovo; and Bi{ina.662
242.

In addition to these organised executions, VRS and MUP forces murdered in a

more “opportunistic” manner a number of Bosnian Muslim men during the forcible
transfer operation at sites in Poto~ari, Kravica and Bratunac, and at detention sites in the
Zvornik Brigade area of responsibility where they were being held prior to the organised
executions.663
243.

During and after the opportunistic killings and organised executions, VRS forces

participated in a systematic and comprehensive effort to conceal these crimes by burying
the bodies of the victims en masse in isolated locations scattered over a wide area. When
it became apparent that the international community had learned of the killings and
executions arising from the attack on the Srebrenica safe area, between 1 August 1995 and
1 November 1995, VRS and MUP forces and civilian organs engaged in a further attempt
to conceal the killings by exhuming the bodies from the initial mass grave sites and
transferring them to secondary grave sites in more remote areas.664

V. HOSTAGES
A. The common plan to take hostages

244.

During the existence of the overarching JCE, KARADŽI] participated in a related

JCE to take UN personnel hostage in order to compel NATO to abstain from conducting
air strikes against Bosnian Serb military targets.

In response to shelling attacks on

Sarajevo and other areas of BiH by Bosnian Serb Forces, NATO forces carried out air
strikes against Bosnian Serb military targets on 25 and 26 May 1995.665 In response,
660

See Schedule E.
See Schedule E.
662
See Schedule E.
663
See Schedule E.
664
KDZ122 testimony,Popovi},T.15920-15928;65ter01911;65ter02084.
665
KDZ384,65ter10003,0041-5507,0041-5508.
661
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Bosnian Serb Forces took hostage over 200 UN military observers and peacekeepers
between 26 May 1995 and 19 June 1995 and held them at various locations in the RS,
using them as human shields and maltreating some of them.666
245.

From 1994, KARADŽI] made numerous threats to target the UN and take UN

personnel hostage.

In August 1994, KARADŽI], when asked for his opinion on

President CLINTON’s intention to lift the weapons embargo for the Muslims, warned:
If they would lift the embargo we will not respect any Security Council
resolution any more. We will take the “Blue Helmets” as hostages,
destroy a large number of planes and will arrest all the foreigners on our
territories. For the benefit of our people we will do anything we have to
do, without mercy.667
On 9 May 1995, KARADŽI] told Sir Rupert SMITH (UNPROFOR Commander, BiH)
that if NATO was used against the Bosnian Serb Administration, the UN would be
targeted.668 KARADŽI] reiterated this threat on 17 May 1995.669
246.

Previously, in April and November-December 1994, UN personnel were taken

hostage by the Bosnian Serbs.670 In April 1994, the Security Council condemned the
detention of UNPROFOR personnel and demanded their immediate release.671
Nevertheless, the Bosnian Serbs took hostages again in November, prompting further
protests by the international community which made efforts to secure the hostages’
release.672
247.

In May 1995, the Bosnian Serb forces took UN personnel hostage yet again in

several locations.

KARADŽI] played a crucial role in the incident, warning the

internationals that any attempt to liberate the hostages by force would result in
bloodshed.673 MLADI] was also deeply involved in this criminal plan. On 26 May 1995,
during their conversation following the capture of eight UNMOs, MLADI] told SMITH
that if there were further air attacks, he would respond with an action called “HRIPE”, and

666

See KDZ384,65ter10003,0041-5508;65ter09050,p.1(VRS has captured 367 UNPROFOR members and
UNMOs);65ter40202;KDZ551.
667
65ter00699,0063-6088.See,also,65ter08127.
668
65ter01333,R011-8123.
669
65ter01336,0037-7286 (“If NATO attacked us, we would consider the UN our enemy...”);65ter10726.
670
65ter10720;65ter10721;65ter45270;KDZ405,65ter06873,0036-3445;65ter13180.
671
65ter01274.
672
65ter10721;KDZ405,65ter06873,0036-3444.
673
65ter09785,R002-4232.
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“everyone would know the answer from their TV screens.”674

SMITH knew that

MLADI] was referring to the “death rattle”, that is, UN personnel would be killed.675
248.

The capture of the hostages was well-coordinated676 and executed by the VRS and

members of the police.677 On 27 May 1995, Lieutenant Colonel Jovica KARANOVI]678
ordered several intelligence and security departments to recommend to commanders “that
captured members of UN forces be placed in an area of a possible NATO air strike.”679
UN personnel who were taken hostage in May 1995 observed that their capture was wellcoordinated and organised by the Serb forces.680
249.

On 3 June 1995, Mom~ilo VINKOVI] told KRAJI[NIK to hold on to the

hostages, adding: “That’s a fantastic card! Don’t ever forget that Saddam got destroyed
when he released the hostages.”681 KRAJI[NIK responded: “Yes, yes. We’re doing that.
We have an excellent method, we always have an ace up our sleeve.”682
250.

Members of the international community strongly condemned the May 1995

hostage-taking at its very outset, demanding the hostages’ release and proper treatment
and pointing out that it constituted a crime.683 Several days later on 3 June 1995, UN
Sarajevo Sector Commander GOBILLIARD wrote a strong letter of protest concerning the
hostages to SRK Commander Dragomir MILO[EVI].684

Despite these protests, the

Bosnian Serbs continued to hold UN personnel hostage until 19 June 1995.
B. KARADŽI] was a key member of the JCE to take hostages

251.

KARADŽI], in his capacity as President of the RS and Supreme Commander of

the RS armed forces, and MLADI] in his capacity as VRS commander, were key

674

65ter01686,R001-5965;KDZ384,65ter10003,0041-5508.
KDZ384,65ter10003,0041-5508.
676
See,e.g.,KDZ279 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0039-7907-003907913, at 0039-7911;KDZ119 ICTY
witness statement,ERN:0037-6154-0037-6159, at 0037-6156.
677
KDZ395 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0035-6620-0035-6625, at 0035-6621;KDZ104,ERN:0042-25850042-2588;65ter08047;65ter13392.
678
VRS Main Staff, Intelligence and Security Sector.
679
65ter10596.
680
See,e.g.,KDZ119 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0037-6154-0037-6159, at 0037-6156;KDZ279 ICTY
witness statement,ERN:0039-7907-0039-7913, at 0039-7911.
681
65ter30892,p.2.
682
65ter30892,p.2.
683
65ter01686;65ter1345,R001-5907;KDZ384,65ter10003,0041-5509;65ter06204;65ter11690,para.198.
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65ter09128.
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members of the JCE to take hostages and possessed the intent to carry out this crime.
They controlled the Bosnian Serb forces who physically perpetrated these crimes.
252.

Other members of the BSL and RS organs especially officers of the VRS and MUP

were also members of the JCE, or were used by members to implement the common
objective.
253.

As noted above, KARAD@I] threatened bloodshed in response to any attempt to

liberate the hostages. In a BBC interview in June 1995, KARADŽI] confirmed his role
in the hostage-taking. Asked whether individual commanders had taken hostages without
his orders,685

KARADŽI] responded: “I back always my…Military Commanders.”

KARADŽI]’s interviewer then remarked: “That sounds as if it was their idea, rather than
yours”, to which KARADŽI] replied: “No, no. We function as a State and I am
Commander-in-Chief – Supreme Commander and everything that my Army do, I do
back.” Indeed, UN personnel heard KARADŽI]’s threats to the UN on television on 25
May.686 In another televised interview during the hostage crisis, KARADŽI] threatened:
“…we showed General Smith as well that if the United Nations turn against us, that we
will consider them [as] enemy…as enemies, we treated them rather mildly so far. For this
third time we will be rather drastic….”687 At the RS Assembly’s 51st session held on 14
and 15 June 1995, KARAD@I] admitted to ordering the hostage-taking, stating “we
ordered the arrest” and “it had a good effect, it was very shocking for the world...”688 In
the same speech he further explained that they had released some of the hostages in order
to avoid a larger military intervention that could threaten the existence of their state, but
that they would continue to detain fifteen hostages until the end of the week.689
C. Crime committed: Taking of hostages

254.

In May 1995, there were seven teams of UNMOs situated around Sarajevo, namely

in Pale, Kasindol, Grbavica, Lukavica, Blazuj and Vogo{}a; and one team in Banja
Luka.690

685

65ter40204;65ter45276.
KDZ103 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0037-1988-0037-1995,at 0037-1990.
687
65ter45289.
688
65ter00087,pp.329-332;see,also,65ter09145,65ter13680,65ter11723.
689
65ter00087,pp.329-332.
690
65ter10597,R103-7453,R103-7454.
686
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255.

From 26 May 1995, Bosnian Serb forces detained UNMOs in various

circumstances. Some were handcuffed or physically restrained and used as human shields
at potential NATO air strike targets, including the ammunition bunkers at Jahorinski
Potok, the Jahorina radar site, and the Koran military barracks in order to render these
locations immune from NATO air strikes.691 The hostages had to endure various other
forms of restrictions, including restrictions of movement and communication.692 They
were held by force or the threat of force.693 Some were beaten.694
256.

UN peacekeepers in Gora‘de and Sarajevo were also taken hostage in May 1995.

In Gora‘de, thirty-three BRITBAT members and several members of UKRBATT were
taken hostage on 28 May 1995.695 In Sarajevo, several UKRBATT members were taken
hostage on or around 26 and 27 May696 as well as 51 members of FREBATT at several
locations including Poljine,697 Lukavica,698 Vrbanja bridge,699 and Rajlovac.700
257.

The peacekeepers were held by force,701 endured restrictions of movement during

their capture,702 and were used as human shields.703 Some were beaten and otherwise
physically mistreated and threatened.704
258.

During and after protracted negotiations with Bosnian Serb leaders, the hostages

were released in stages during the period from 2 to 19 June 1995.705 At a press conference

691

KDZ441 ICTY witness statement,ERN:R103-7294-R103-7298, at R103-7296,R103-7297;
KDZ213 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0033-8078-0033-8084, at 0033-8080,0033-8081; KDZ148 ICTY
witness statement,ERN:0035-6607-0035-6613,at0035-6610,0035-6611;KDZ395ICTYwitness
statement,ERN:0035-6620-0035-6625, at 6621-6623;65ter45218.
692
See,e.g,KDZ148,ERN:0035-6607-0035-6613, at 0035-6609,0035-6611;KDZ213,ERN:0033-8078-00338084, at 0033-8082,0033-8083.
693
KDZ253 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0033-3479-0033-3483, at 0033-3481;KDZ213,ERN:0033-80780033-8084, at 0033-8079.
694
KDZ148,ERN:0035-6607-0035-6613,at 0035-6610;KDZ253,ERN: 0033-3479-0033-3483,at 0033-3481.
695
KDZ279 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0039-7907-0039-7913, at 0039-7911,0039-7912. The men were
from OP7, OP6, OP6A and OP2. See also KDZ404 ICTY witness statement,ERN:0037-6176-0037-6183, at
0037-6180,0037-6181,0037-6182.
696
KDZ104,ERN:0042-2585-0042-2588.
697
KDZ196,ERN:0065-0763-0065-0780.
698
KDZ112,ERN:0065-0781-0065-0800.
699
KDZ259,ERN:0065-0712-0065-0736, at 0065-0716,0065-0717,0065-0718.
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KDZ259,ERN:0065-0712-0065-0736,at 0065-0723.
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KDZ119,ERN:0037-6154-0037-6159,at 0037-6157.
703
KDZ259,ERN:0065-0712-0065-0736,at 0065-0718,0065-0724.
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KDZ112,ERN:0065-0781-0065-0800,at 0065-0792; KDZ259,ERN:0065-0712-0065-0736,at 0065-0721,
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attended by Jovica STANI[I], KARADŽI] and others, STANI[I] spoke of his
involvement in their release.706

VI. OTHER MODES OF LIABILITY UNDER ARTICLE 7(1)
259.

The previous sections focused on KARADŽI]’s liability for the crimes charged in

the Indictment as a participant in four JCEs. His numerous acts and omissions detailed
above also make him criminally liable for planning, instigating, ordering and aiding and
abetting the crimes.
260.

KARADŽI] is criminally liable for planning the crimes. He, together with other

civilian and military leaders and officials, was deeply involved in planning each of the
alleged criminal objectives through the development, dissemination and implementation of
the policies of the BSL and in the planning of specific acts to be carried out by the civilian
and military organs of the RS in the implementation of these criminal objectives. Through
these activities, KARADŽI] substantially contributed to the crimes.707 KARADŽI]
acted with direct intent for the crimes or was at least aware of the substantial likelihood
that the crimes would be committed in the execution of the plan to remove the non-Serb
populations from targeted territories.708
261.

KARADŽI], through his acts and omissions described above, provoked,

prompted or otherwise induced others to commit the crimes charged in the Indictment and
thus is criminally liable for instigating them.709

He developed and enforced the

implementation of policies of the BSL which encouraged the commission of crimes
against non-Serbs.

He constantly disseminated ethnically-based propaganda for a

homogeneous Serb entity in BiH in which the Serbs would be protected from genocide by
Croats and Muslims. He made inflammatory speeches in the media and during visits to the
targeted territories.

His acts were a factor substantially contributing to the criminal

conduct of his followers and/or the local civilian and military authorities in relation to
each of the alleged criminal objectives.710 He had direct intent or was at least aware of the
706

65ter45290.
See Kordi} AJ,para.26.
708
See Kordi} AJ,paras.29,31;Akayesu TJ,para.473.
709
See Kordi} AJ,para. 27.
710
See Kvo~ka TJ,para.252, Kordi} TJ,para 387, Krsti} TJ,para.601.
707
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substantial likelihood that the crimes would be committed in the execution of his
instigation.711
262.

KARADŽI] is criminally liable for ordering the crimes. In his various positions

of authority, he issued instructions, directives and orders to the Serb political, civilian and
military organs and individuals, resulting in crimes charged in the Indictment.712 He had
direct intent or was at least aware of the substantial likelihood that crimes would be
committed in the execution of those orders.713
263.

KARADŽI] aided and abetted the crimes. Through his acts and omissions

described above, he provided assistance, encouragement, and/or moral support to the
members of the civilian and military organs and individuals perpetrating the crimes
charged in the Indictment, which had a substantial effect on their commission.714
KARADŽI] knew715 that his acts would assist in the commission of the crimes716 and
was further aware of their essential elements, including the perpetrators’ mental state.717

VII. CRIMINAL LIABILITY UNDER ARTICLE 7(3) OF THE
STATUTE
264.

KARADŽI] is criminally responsible for the crimes pleaded in the Indictment

pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Statute as set out in paragraphs 32 to 35 of the Indictment.
KARADŽI] had de jure and/or de facto power or authority over the VRS, the TO, the
MUP, Bosnian Serb paramilitary forces and volunteer units and SDS and Bosnian Serb
government bodies at the republic, regional, municipal and local levels, resulting in his
material ability to prevent and punish the crimes perpetrated by members of these
groups.718 These de facto and/or de jure powers have been set out above.
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Kordi} AJ,paras.29,32.
See Kordi} AJ,para. 28. The orders do not need to be criminal themselves: Milutinovi} TJ,Vol.1,fn.94.
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Bla{ki} AJ,para.46.
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Furundžija TJ,para.246 and Blaškić TJ,para.287 (referred to in Blaškić AJ, fn.94);Brñanin TJ,para.272;
Strugar TJ,para.350.
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265.

In short, as President of the Presidency (12 May-2 June 1992) and the War

Presidency (2 June-17 December 1992) and as President of the RS (from 17 December
1992), KARADŽI] had authority over the VRS and subordinated forces such as the TO,
volunteer and paramilitary forces.719 KARADŽI] exercised his de jure and de facto
power by making decisions and issuing orders or directives on military issues. MLADI],
the commander of the VRS, reported to KARADŽI] as President of the
Presidency/President.720
266.

Through his position in the Presidency and later as President, KARADŽI] also

had de jure authority over the MUP. KARADŽI] had the power to issue orders to use
the police during war, imminent threat of war or state of emergency and he exercised this
authority.721 Through his de jure and de facto powers, KARADŽI] was the superior of,
and exercised authority over individuals who had authority over the MUP forces, in
particular Minister of Interior Mi~o STANI[I] who had overall responsibility for MUP
employees. Similarly, KARADŽI] was the superior of, and exercised authority over,
Minister of Justice Mom~ilo MANDI], who had responsibility for detention facilities and
prisoner exchanges.722
267.

Between 27 March and 12 May 1992, KARADŽI] presided over the SNB, which

oversaw and directed the TO and civilian authorities involved in the crimes during the first
several weeks of the conflict.723 Through his various positions of de jure and de facto
power and authority, in particular his authority over the MUP, VRS, and local political and
governmental authorities, KARADŽI] was a superior of Bosnian Serb paramilitary and
volunteer units, and he had the material ability to prevent and punish crimes they
committed.724
268.

During the Indictment period, as SDS President, and as the widely-accepted leader

of the Bosnian Serbs, KARADŽI] exercised de jure and de facto authority and control
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Aleksovski AJ,para.162;Simić et al. AJ,para.86.
See ^elebi}i AJ,para.198;Halilovi} AJ,para.59.
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65ter30722;65ter00055,p.316;65ter01315;65ter05318;65ter07556;KDZ106.
720
65ter00055,p.274;KDZ470, Kraji{nik Testimony,T.4192-4193;KDZ405;KDZ444;KDZ384;KDZ487,
Milo{evi},T.26,950;KDZ175. See also Bla{ki} AJ,paras.59,69; Had`ihasanovi} AJ,para.199; Deli} TJ,
para.62 (relevant indicators of effective control are a matter of evidence rather than law).
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65ter09426,Article 7;65ter45086 at 0:01’37;65ter45095 at 0:39’45;65ter45097;65ter45031.
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over individuals and party and governmental organs in the municipalities and the SAOs
involved in the crimes.725 Through republic level organs he controlled the regional and
municipal authorities and their leaders and issued directives and instructions to them.726
KARADŽI] exercised extensive control and influence over the RS Assembly and its
deputies, almost all of whom were SDS members. In turn, Deputies would ensure at the
local level that SDS policies were implemented.
269.

KARADŽI] had the ability to take measures to prevent the charged crimes from

being committed and punish subordinates for committing those crimes in the execution of
the common plan. He failed to do so.727 He was integral to the planning and the execution
of the criminal objectives involving the crimes and thus could prevent them. Through his
de jure and/or de facto powers, he had the authority to dismiss or demote civilian and
military officials, including generals.728 Through his various positions, he exercised control
and influence over state policies and laws relevant to preventing and punishing crimes. He
could issue orders that were necessary and reasonable in the circumstances to prohibit or
put a stop to the commission of crimes729 and possessed the power to investigate suspected
criminal activity or potential criminal activity, and to have people arrested.730
270.

KARADŽI] knew or had reason to know that the crimes charged in the Indictment

were about to be or had been committed by his subordinates.731
271.

KARADŽI] was deeply involved in the preparation, planning and/or execution of

many crimes and in several instances he was personally informed of the progress of their
commission.732 Members of the Bosnian Serb civilian and military organs reported to
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KARADŽI] about crimes.733 Furthermore, members of the international community,
notified KARADŽI] and other members of the BSL or their subordinates of the crimes.734
272.

The crimes against the non-Serb populations in BiH were notorious, occurred over

an extended period of time and were widely reported in the media. The world-wide media
coverage was readily available to KARADŽI].735
273.

KARADŽI] failed to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the

commission of crimes and to punish the perpetrators thereof.736 Despite the clear and
repeated notice which KARADŽI] had of the type and scale of crimes committed by his
subordinates, he failed to punish the perpetrators and failed to prevent their repetition.737
Instead he encouraged them.738 Furthermore, KARADŽI] and the BSL denied that crimes
were being committed739 and sought to cover them up inter alia through 'sham’
investigations.740 He at times ordered inquiries741 but where non-Serbs were the victims ,
they were conducted in a cursory or disingenuous manner and KARADŽI] never insisted
on a proper investigation. KARADŽI] in his leadership role over the Presidency,742
Government743 and Ministry of the Interior,744 ensured that only crimes against Serbs were
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actively investigated.745 He together with others created a policy of not investigating or
prosecuting crimes against non-Serbs.746 Through these acts and omissions, KARADŽI]
created a climate of impunity that furthered the crimes.
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